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SEMISIMPLE FLAT F-MANIFOLDS IN HIGHER GENUS
ALESSANDRO ARSIE, ALEXANDR BURYAK, PAOLO LORENZONI, AND PAOLO ROSSI
Abstract. In this paper we generalize the Givental theory for Frobenius manifolds and co-
homological field theories to flat F-manifolds and F-cohomological field theories. In particular,
we define the notion of Givental cone for flat F-manifolds, and we provide a generalization
of the Givental group as a matrix loop group acting on them. We show that this action is
transitive on semisimple flat F-manifolds. We then extend this action to F-cohomological field
theories in all genera. We show that, given a semisimple flat F-manifold and a Givental group
element connecting it to the constant flat F-manifold at its origin, one can construct a family
of F-CohFTs in all genera, parameterized by a vector in the associative algebra at the origin,
whose genus 0 part is the given flat F-manifold. If the flat F-manifold is homogeneous, then
the associated family of F-CohFTs contains a subfamily of homogeneous F-CohFTs. However,
unlike in the case of Frobenius manifolds and CohFTs, these homogeneous F-CohFTs can have
different conformal dimensions, which are determined by the properties of a certain metric
associated to the flat F-manifold.
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Introduction
In a series of influential papers [Giv01a, Giv01b, Giv04] A. Givental, inspired by localization
formulas in the Gromov–Witten theory of projective spaces, described a technique to express the
all genera descendant Gromov–Witten potential of a target variety with semisimple quantum
cohomology in terms of the action of a certain operator on N copies (where N is the dimension
of the target variety’s cohomology) of the descendant potential of a point (also known as the
Witten–Kontsevich tau-function).
Restricting the attention to the genus 0 descendant potential, the situation is described as
the action of a certain loop group of matrices on the space of descendant potentials of calibrated
Frobenius manifolds (i.e solutions to certain differential equations inspired by Gromov–Witten
theory and well-known in the theory of Frobenius manifolds, see [DZ05])). This action is in fact
transitive when further restricted to semisimple Frobenius manifolds. In this sense, taking as a
starting point the N -fold product of the trivial 1-dimensional Frobenius manifold, the descen-
dant potential of any other fixed calibrated semisimple Frobenius manifold can be recovered by
the action of an operator representing an element of the Givental group connecting these two
semisimple Frobenius manifolds.
The geometric set up for this result is interpreting the genus 0 descendant potential as the
generating function for a Lagrangian cone in an infinite dimensional symplectic vector space.
The Givental group is then a group of symplectic transformations acting on the set of all such
cones.
In [Giv01b], Givental conjectured how to extend such action to the potential at all genera as
a canonical quantization of the above symplectic action. In particular, Givental’s formula can
be seen as a way to reconstruct higher genus descendant Gromov–Witten invariants of a target
variety from its (genus 0) quantum cohomology, as long as this is semisimple.
In [Tel12], Teleman proved Givental’s reconstruction formula by reformulating the problem
in the language of cohomological field theories (CohFTs), families of cohomology classes on
the moduli space of stable algebraic curves introduced in [KM94] to axiomatize the properties
of Gromov–Witten invariants. In this context, the Givental symplectic loop group is seen as
acting directly on the space of all CohFTs, and this action restricts to a transitive action on
the space of semisimple CohFTs. The explicit form of this action had been known to experts
for a while before being first accurately described in [PPZ15].
In this language, the Givental–Teleman reconstruction theorem relies on two results: transi-
tivity of the action of the Givental group in genus 0 (i.e. on descendant potentials of semisimple
calibrated Frobenius manifolds) and the fact that a semisimple CohFT is essentially uniquely
reconstructable from its genus 0 part (in fact up to insertions of Hodge classes in the general
case, and uniquely for homogeneous CohFTs). This shows in particular that the Givental group
acts transitively on semisimple CohFTs.
In this paper we generalize Givental’s theory to flat F-manifolds and F-CohFTs. F-manifolds
were introduced by Hertling and Manin in [HM99] (see also the book [Man99]). They are
generalizations of Frobenius manifolds, for which one drops the potentiality condition and the
presence of a metric. Flat F-manifolds were first studied by Getzler [Get04] and Manin [Man05]
(in Getzler’s paper they are called Dubrovin manifolds) and they are often useful to capture
interesting structures in singularity theory and algebraic geometry (for instance they appear in
genus 0 open Gromov–Witten theory, as remarked in [BB19]).
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In Section 1, we develop the theory of semisimple flat F-manifolds in canonical coordinates,
reformulating some known facts and introducing stronger or more precise technical results
needed for Section 2, where we introduce a suitably generalized version of Givental theory for
flat F-manifolds.
In particular, we prove that to a calibrated flat F-manifold one can univocally associate a
sequence of descendant vector potentials describing a cone in an infinite dimensional vector
space. When the flat F-manifold is Frobenius, such cone is Lagrangian with respect to the
symplectic structure constructed via the flat metric, as proved in [Giv04]. We then introduce a
larger Givental-type loop group (which is not symplectic anymore) and a corresponding action,
which is defined on the space of such descendant cones. We prove that the action is transitive
for semisimple flat F-manifolds, thereby completely generalizing the genus 0 Givental theory.
We also recall the definition of homogeneous flat F-manifold given in [BB19] and the related
notions of Saito structure without metric (introduced in [Sab98]) and of bi-flat F-manifold (in-
troduced in [AL13]). For homogeneous flat F-manifolds we show that the R-matrix defining an
element of the generalized Givental group is uniquely determined.
In Section 3, we study the corresponding generalization of CohFTs, which we call F-CohFTs.
They were introduced in [BR18], where the first, all genera, explicit example, relevant for open
Gromov–Witten theory, was constructed. They are in fact generalizations of partial CohFTs:
the gluing axiom at a nonseparating node is dropped and moreover the complete equivariance of
the classes with respect to permutation of marked points is broken, as one of them carries a co-
vector, instead of a vector. This removes the necessity of a metric, which is then also dropped.
Indeed, partial CohFTs in genus 0 still reduce to Frobenius manifolds, while F-CohFTs give
flat F-manifolds.
Finally, in Section 4, we extend our generalized Givental group action to F-CohFTs in all
genera and we show our main result: given any semisimple flat F-manifold we can construct an
F-CohFT with that F-manifold as its genus 0 part. In fact, because of the absence of the gluing
axiom at nonseparating nodes, some genus 1 information is needed to fix the nonzero genus
part. This is done by specifying the degree 0 part of the F-CohFT on M1,1, which amounts to
a vector G0 in the F-CohFT phase space V . For each choice of such a vector, we construct a
different F-CohFT with the given flat F-manifold as its genus 0 part. If the flat F-manifold is
homogeneous, then we construct a decomposition V = ⊕i∈IVi and prove that for G0 ∈ Vi the
resulting F-CohFT is homogeneous of conformal dimension γi. The collection of numbers γi,
i ∈ I is determined by the properties of a certain metric that is associated to the flat F-manifold.
We remark that, beside the aforementioned applications to singularity theory and moduli
spaces of curves, another motivation for studying F-CohFTs and developing a corresponding
Givental-type theory comes from integrable systems. Indeed, as shown in [BR18], to any F-
CohFT one can associate, via a suitable generalization of the double ramification hierarchy
construction of [Bur15, BR16], an infinite hierarchy of compatible evolutionary PDEs (in par-
ticular, systems of conservation laws). The dispersionless limit of this hierarchy is the principal
hierarchy associated with the corresponding flat F-manifold, see Section 2.
The results of the present paper then allow to construct a family of dispersive deformations
of the principal hierarchy of any semisimple flat F-manifold, parametrized by a vector G0 at
its origin. In the homogeneous case, choices of G0 exist for which the deformation is homoge-
neous. We will study in detail such dispersive deformations and the properties of the double
ramification hierarchy of an F-CohFT in our next paper.
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1. Flat F-manifolds around a semisimple point
After recalling the definition of flat F-manifold as a generalization of the notion of Frobenius
manifold, in this section we show that a flat F-manifold around a semisimple point possesses
a metric and we construct rotation coefficients and a sequence of R-matrices. These objects
will play an important role in our later construction of an F-cohomological field theory in all
genera associated to a flat F-manifold.
1.1. Flat F-manifolds and Frobenius manifolds. We recall here the following facts and
definitions from [Get04, Man05], see also [AL18] and [Dub96].
Definition 1.1. A flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) is the datum of an analytic manifold M , an
analytic connection ∇ in the tangent bundle TM , an algebra structure (TpM, ◦) with unit e on
each tangent space, analytically depending on the point p ∈ M , such that the one-parameter
family of connections ∇z = ∇+ z◦ is flat and torsionless for any z ∈ C, and ∇e = 0.
From the flatness and the torsionlessness of ∇z one can deduce the commutativity and the
associativity of the algebras (TpM, ◦). Moreover, if one choses flat coordinates t
α, 1 ≤ α ≤ N ,
N = dimM , for the connection ∇, then it is easy to see that locally there exist analytic
functions F α(t1, . . . , tN), 1 ≤ α ≤ N , such that the second derivatives
cαβγ =
∂2F α
∂tβ∂tγ
(1.1)
are the structure constants of the algebras (TpM, ◦),
∂
∂tβ
◦
∂
∂tγ
= cαβγ
∂
∂tα
.
Also, in the coordinates tα the unit e has the form e = Aα ∂
∂tα
for some constants Aα ∈ C. Note
that we use Einstein’s convention of sum over repeated Greek indices. From the associativity
of the algebras (TpM, ◦) and the fact that the vector field A
α ∂
∂tα
is the unit it follows that
Aµ
∂2F α
∂tµ∂tβ
= δαβ , 1 ≤ α, β ≤ N,(1.2)
∂2F α
∂tβ∂tµ
∂2F µ
∂tγ∂tδ
=
∂2F α
∂tγ∂tµ
∂2F µ
∂tβ∂tδ
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ, δ ≤ N.(1.3)
The N -tuple of functions F = (F 1, . . . , FN) is called the vector potential of the flat F-manifold.
Conversely, if M is an open subset of CN and F 1, . . . , FN ∈ O(M) are functions satisfying
equations (1.2) and (1.3), then these functions define a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, Aα ∂
∂tα
) with
the connection ∇ given by ∇ ∂
∂tα
∂
∂tβ
= 0, and the multiplication ◦ given by the structure
constants (1.1).
Definition 1.2. Consider a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) and a symmetric nondegenerate bi-
linear form g (often called a metric) on the tangent spaces TpM analytically depending on the
point p ∈M . We say that g is compatible with the product ◦ if
g(X ◦ Y, Z) = g(X, Y ◦ Z)
for any local vector fields X, Y, Z on M .
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A point p ∈M of an N -dimensional flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) is called semisimple if TpM
has a basis of idempotents pi1, . . . , piN satisfying pik ◦ pil = δk,lpik. Moreover, locally around such
a point one can choose coordinates ui such that ∂
∂uk
◦ ∂
∂ul
= δk,l
∂
∂uk
. These coordinates are
called canonical coordinates. In particular, this means that semisimplicity at a point is an open
property on M . In canonical coordinates we have e =
∑
i
∂
∂ui
.
A flat F-manifold given by a vector potential (F 1, . . . , FN) is called homogeneous if there
exists a vector field E of the form
(1.4) E =
N∑
α=1
((1− qα)t
α + rα︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Eα
)
∂
∂tα
, qα, r
α ∈ C,
satisfying [e, E] = E and such that
Eµ
∂F α
∂tµ
= (2− qα)F
α + Aαβt
β +Bα, for some Aαβ , B
α ∈ C.
Note that this equation can be written more invariantly as LieE(◦) = ◦, where LieE denotes
the Lie derivative. The vector field E is called the Euler vector field.
Definition 1.3. A flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) is called a Frobenius manifold if it is equipped
with a metric η compatible with the product ◦ and such that ∇η = 0. The connection ∇ is then
the Levi-Civita connection associated to η. A Frobenius manifold will be denoted by a tuple
(M, η, ◦, e).
Homogeneous Frobenius manifolds are sometimes called conformal Frobenius manifolds.
In case a flat F-manifold is actually Frobenius, the vector potential F can be shown to descend
locally from a Frobenius potential F (t∗) as F α(t∗) = ηαµ ∂F (t
∗)
∂tµ
and the Frobenius potential F (t∗)
satisfies
Aµ
∂3F
∂tµ∂tα∂tβ
= ηαβ , 1 ≤ α, β ≤ N,(1.5)
∂3F
∂tα∂tβ∂tµ
ηµν
∂3F
∂tν∂tγ∂tδ
=
∂3F
∂tα∂tγ∂tµ
ηµν
∂3F
∂tν∂tβ∂tδ
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ, δ ≤ N.(1.6)
In particular, the structure functions cαβγ of the algebras (TpM, ◦) can be written as c
α
βγ =
ηαµ ∂
3F
∂tµ∂tβ∂tγ
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ N .
1.2. Metric, rotation coefficients and R-matrices. Consider a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e)
around a semisimple point. Let u1, . . . , uN be the canonical coordinates. By t1, . . . , tN we de-
note the flat coordinates.
In general, our flat F-manifold is not Frobenius and so it doesn’t possess a metric which is
covariantly constant with respect to ∇ and compatible with the product ◦. However, there is a
natural metric compatible with the product ◦, which was first constructed in [AL13]. Introduce
a matrix Ψ˜ by
Ψ˜ :=
(
∂ui
∂tα
)
.
Note that, in canonical coordinates, the connection ∇z = ∇+ z◦ is given by
∇+ z◦ = d− dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 + zdU,
where U := diag(u1, . . . , uN).
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Proposition 1.4. 1. The matrix dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 has the form
dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 = D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ],
where D˜ is a diagonal matrix consisting of one-forms and Γ˜ is a matrix with vanishing diagonal
entries.
2. We have dD˜ = 0 and
d[Γ˜, dU ] = D˜ ∧ [Γ˜, dU ] + [Γ˜, dU ] ∧ D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ] ∧ [Γ˜, dU ].(1.7)
Proof. Denote M := dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1. The flatness of ∇z is equivalent to the equation
−dM + (−M + zdU) ∧ (−M + zdU) = 0⇔
{
M ∧ dU + dU ∧M = 0,
dM =M ∧M.
(1.8)
Part 1 of the proposition follows from the equation M ∧dU + dU ∧M = 0. For Part 2 we write
d
(
D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ]
)
=
(
D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ]
)
∧
(
D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ]
)
⇔
⇔ dD˜ + d[Γ˜, dU ] = D˜ ∧ [Γ˜, dU ] + [Γ˜, dU ] ∧ D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ] ∧ [Γ˜, dU ],
and it remains to note that the diagonal parts of the matrices [Γ˜, dU ] and [Γ˜, dU ] ∧ [Γ˜, dU ] are
equal to zero. The proposition is proved. 
Let Γijk be the Christoffel symbols of the connection ∇ in canonical coordinates, Γ˜ = (γ˜
i
j)
and D˜ = diag(D˜1, . . . , D˜N), where D˜i are one-forms D˜i =
∑
j D˜ijdu
j. Note that D˜ij = −Γ
i
ji.
Proposition 1.4 together with the fact
∑
k
∂Ψ˜
∂uk
= 0 implies that
Γijk = 0, k 6= i 6= j 6= k,(1.9)
Γiij = Γ
i
ji = −Γ
i
jj = γ˜
i
j, i 6= j,(1.10)
Γiii = −
∑
k 6=i
γ˜ik,(1.11)
and that the functions γ˜ij satisfy the following system:
∂γ˜ij
∂uk
=− γ˜ijγ˜
i
k + γ˜
i
jγ˜
j
k + γ˜
i
kγ˜
k
j , i 6= k 6= j 6= i,(1.12) ∑
k
∂γ˜ij
∂uk
=0, i 6= j.(1.13)
Since dD˜ = 0, there exists a nondegenerate diagonal matrix H = diag(H1, . . . , HN) satisfying
dH ·H−1 = −D˜.
The functions Hi are defined by this property uniquely up to rescalings Hi 7→ λiHi, λi ∈ C
∗.
Define a metric g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2 on our flat F-manifold by gi := H
2
i . It is clearly compatible
with the product ◦. If our flat F-manifold is Frobenius, then there exist numbers λi ∈ C
∗ such
that the metric
∑
i λigi(du
i)2 coincides with the metric η.
Define matrices Ψ and Γ by
Ψ := HΨ˜, Γ = (γij) := HΓ˜H
−1.
Let us call the coefficients γij the rotation coefficients.
Proposition 1.5. We have
dΨ = [Γ, dU ]Ψ, d[Γ, dU ] = [Γ, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ].(1.14)
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Proof. We compute
dΨ ·Ψ−1 =d
(
HΨ˜
)
Ψ˜−1H−1 = dH ·H−1 + D˜ +H [Γ˜, dU ]H−1 = [Γ, dU ],
d[Γ, dU ] =d
(
H [Γ˜, dU ]H−1
)
=
=− D˜ ∧ [Γ, dU ] +
(
D˜ ∧ [Γ, dU ] + [Γ, dU ] ∧ D˜ + [Γ, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ]
)
− [Γ, dU ] ∧ D˜ =
=[Γ, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ].

Note that the matrix equation d[Γ, dU ] = [Γ, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ] is equivalent to the system
∂γij
∂uk
= γikγ
k
j , k 6= i 6= j 6= k,
N∑
k=1
∂γij
∂uk
= 0,
which is the classical Darboux–Egorov system. In the case of a Frobenius manifold the co-
efficients γij are the rotation coefficients of the metric and satisfy the additional symmetry
property γij = γ
j
i .
Note also that we have the system
∂Hi
∂uj
=
{
γijHj , if i 6= j,
−
∑
k 6=i γ
i
kHk, if i = j.
Introducing a column-vector H := (H1, . . . , HN), this system can be equivalently written as
dH = [Γ, dU ]H.(1.15)
Proposition 1.6. 1. There exists a sequence of matrices R0 = Id, R1, R2, . . . satisfying the
equations
dRk−1 +Rk−1[Γ, dU ] = [Rk, dU ], k ≥ 1.(1.16)
2. The matrices Ri are determined uniquely up to a transformation
Id +
∑
i≥1
Riz
i 7→
(
Id +
∑
i≥1
Diz
i
)(
Id +
∑
i≥1
Riz
i
)
,(1.17)
where Di, i ≥ 1, are arbitrary diagonal matrices with constant entries.
Proof. 1. The matrices Ri can be recursively constructed in the following way. Suppose that
the matrices R0 = Id, R1, . . . , Rm, m ≥ 0, are already constructed. We define the nondiagonal
entries of Rm+1 by
(Rm+1)
i
j := (Rm)
i
iγ
i
j −
∂(Rm)
i
j
∂ui
, i 6= j,(1.18)
and then determine the diagonal entries by the equation
d(Rm+1)
i
i = −
∑
j 6=i
(Rm+1)
i
jγ
j
i (du
i − duj),(1.19)
where the integration constants can be arbitrary. Let us check that this procedure is well de-
fined and gives a solution of equations (1.16).
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Suppose that n ≥ 0 steps of our procedure are well defined and produce matrices R0 =
Id, R1, . . . , Rn satisfying equations (1.16) with k ≤ n. Let us first check that
d[Rn, dU ] = [Rn, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ].
For n = 0 this is trivial and for n ≥ 1 we compute
d[Rn, dU ] =d (dRn−1 +Rn−1[Γ, dU ]) = dRn−1 ∧ [Γ, dU ] +Rn−1d[Γ, dU ] =(1.20)
=dRn−1 ∧ [Γ, dU ] +Rn−1[Γ, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ] = [Rn, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ].
Then note that equation (1.19) with m = n− 1 implies that the diagonal part of the matrix
dRn + Rn[Γ, dU ] is equal to zero. Moreover, we have
(dRn +Rn[Γ, dU ]) ∧ dU + dU ∧ (dRn +Rn[Γ, dU ]) = d[Rn, dU ]− [Rn, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ] = 0,
and, therefore, dRn + Rn[Γ, dU ] = [R, dU ] for some matrix R whose nondiagonal entries are
given exactly by formula (1.18), Rij := (Rn)
i
iγ
i
j −
∂(Rn)ij
∂ui
, i 6= j. In order to check that the
diagonal part of Rn+1 can be defined by equation (1.19) with m = n, we have to check that
d(R[Γ, dU ])diag = 0,
where (·)diag denotes the diagonal part of a matrix. We compute
d(R[Γ, dU ])diag = ((dR +R[Γ, dU ]) ∧ [Γ, dU ])diag
and it remains to check that the expression
(dR+R[Γ, dU ]) ∧ dU + dU ∧ (dR +R[Γ, dU ]) = d[R, dU ]− [R, dU ] ∧ [Γ, dU ]
is equal to zero, which is true by the same computation as in (1.20). This completes the proof
of Part 1 of the proposition.
2. Clearly, transformations (1.17) preserve the space of solutions of equations (1.16). Suppose
that a sequence of matrices R0 = Id, R1, . . . satisfies equations (1.16). Equation (1.16) for a
fixed k determines the nondiagonal entries of the matrix Rk in terms of the matrix Rk−1 and
this gives formula (1.18). Since [Rk, dU ]
diag = 0, equation (1.16) determines the differential of
the diagonal part of Rk−1 in terms of the nondiagonal part of Rk−1. This gives formula (1.19).
So all solutions of equations (1.16) are given by the procedure described in the proof of the
first part of the proposition. At each step of this procedure the integration constants for the
diagonal entries of Ri are totally ambiguous. It is easy to check by induction that, fixing some
choice of integration constants, any other choice can be obtained by a transformation of the
form (1.17). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Note that equation (1.16) for k = 1 implies that R1 − Γ is a diagonal matrix.
Note also that, introducing the generating series R(z) := Id +
∑
i≥iRiz
i, the system equa-
tions (1.16) can be equivalently written as
z(dR(z) +R(z)[Γ, dU ]) = [R(z), dU ].(1.21)
In order to explain the meaning of relations (1.16), let us consider the system ∇z−1 ξ˜ = 0 for
1-forms ξ˜ =
∑N
i=1 ξ˜i(u
∗, z)dui depending on z that are covariantly constant with respect to the
connection ∇z−1 = ∇+
1
z
◦. In canonical coordinates this system reads
∂ξ˜i
∂uj
=Γijiξ˜i + Γ
j
jiξ˜j, j 6= i,
∂ξ˜i
∂ui
=
∑
l 6=i
(
−Γiilξ˜i + Γ
l
iiξ˜l
)
+
1
z
ξ˜i.
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Let us rewrite the above system for the unknown functions ξi defined as ξ˜i = Hiξi. We obtain
the system
∂ξi
∂uj
=γji ξj, j 6= i
∂ξi
∂ui
=−
∑
l 6=i
γliξl +
1
z
ξ˜i,
which, introducing a row-vector ξ := (ξ1, . . . , ξN), is equivalent to the equation
dξ = ξ[dU,Γ] +
1
z
ξdU.(1.22)
For γij = 0 (trivial flat F-manifold) a fundamental matrix of solutions of this equation is
Ξ0 = eU/z. It is straightforward to check that, looking for a fundamental matrix Ξ of solutions
of equation (1.22) in the form
Ξ = eU/z
(
Id +
∑
k≥1
Rkz
k
)
,
one obtains system (1.16). We will see that the formal series in the brackets can be interpreted
as an element of a group acting on the space of flat F-manifolds.
1.3. Flat F-manifolds and Riemannian F-manifolds. In the previous section we saw that,
around a semisimple point, a flat F-manifold possesses a metric. In this section we show that
there is a correspondence between semisimple (at any point) flat F-manifolds and Riemannian
F-manifolds.
Let us first recall the local description of flat F-manifolds around a semisimple point in
canonical coordinates.
Theorem 1.7 ([AL15]). Let γ˜ij, i 6= j, be a solution of equations (1.12), (1.13). Then the
connection ∇, given by equations (1.9)–(1.11), the structure constants, given by cijk := δ
i
jδ
i
k,
and the vector field e :=
∑
i
∂
∂ui
define a semisimple flat F-manifold structure, where the co-
ordinates ui are canonical. Moreover, any flat F-manifold around a semisimple point can be
obtained in this way.
Proof. The fact that any flat F-manifold around a semisimple point can be obtained in this
way was proved in the previous section. The converse statement is a direct computation (see
[AL15] for details). 
In the previous section we associated to any flat F-manifold around a semisimple point a
metric g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2 satisfying the condition
1
gi
∂gi
∂uj
= 2Γiij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N.(1.23)
This condition determines a metric uniquely up to rescalings gi 7→ λigi, λi ∈ C
∗. Thus, we
actually get a family of metrics parameterized by a vector (λ1, . . . , λN) ∈ (C
∗)N . This family
can be described in a more invariant way, without going to the canonical coordinates.
Proposition 1.8. The family of metrics g on a flat F-manifold M around a semisimple point
given, in canonical coordinates, by (1.23) coincides with the family of metrics g compatible with
the product ◦ and satisfying the condition
∇kgij =
1
2
∑
l
(
clik(dθ)lj +
1
2
cljk(dθ)li
)
, 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ N,(1.24)
where X, Y, Z are local vector fields on M and θ is the counit, θ(·) = g(e, ·).
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Proof. Suppose that a metric g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2 satisfies condition (1.23). Note that θ =
∑
i gidu
i.
Then the proof of property (1.24) becomes a simple direct computation based on the expression
of the Christoffel symbols Γijk in terms of the functions gi.
Suppose now that a metric g = 1
2
∑
i,j gijdu
iduj is compatible with the product ◦ and satisfies
condition (1.24). The compatibility with the product ◦ immediately implies that gij = 0 for
i 6= j. For i = j the right-hand side of (1.24) is zero, while the left-hand side is ∂gii
∂uk
− 2Γiikgii,
which gives equation (1.23) for gii = gi. 
Definition 1.9. [HM99] An F-manifold (M, ◦, e) is the datum of an analytic manifold M , a
commutative associative algebra structure (TpM, ◦) on each tangent space analytically depending
on the point p ∈M and a unit vector field e such that the condition
LieX◦Y (◦) = X ◦ LieY (◦) + Y ◦ LieX(◦)(1.25)
is satisfied for any local vector fields X, Y on M . The above condition is called the Hertling–
Manin condition.
If t1, . . . , tN are some coordinates on M , then condition (1.25) is equivalent to the following
condition for the structure constants cijk of the multiplication ◦:
N∑
s=1
(
∂ckjl
∂ts
csim +
∂csim
∂tj
cksl −
∂ckim
∂ts
csjl −
∂csjl
∂ti
cksm −
∂csjl
∂tm
cksi +
∂csmi
∂tl
ckjs
)
= 0, 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m ≤ N.
In the remaining part of this section we will focus on the semisimple case describing the
relation between flat F-manifolds and a special class of F-manifolds called Riemannian F-
manifolds.
Definition 1.10. A semisimple (pseudo-)Riemannian F-manifold (M, g, ◦, e) is the datum of
a semisimple F-manifold (M, ◦, e) equipped with a metric g compatible with the product ◦ and
such that
Z ◦R(W,Y )(X) +W ◦R(Y, Z)(X) + Y ◦R(Z,W )(X) = 0,(1.26)
where R is the curvature operator for the Levi-Civita connection ∇˜ associated to g andX, Y,W,Z
are local vector fields on M . If also the condition
Lieeg = 0
is satisfied, then the manifold is called a Riemannian F-manifold with Killing unit vector field.
Remark 1.11. The notion of a Riemannian F-manifold appears also in [LPR11] and [DS11].
In both cases the definition involves some extra conditions. In [LPR11] the connection and
the product are required to satisfy the condition ∇˜lc
i
jk = ∇jc
i
lk, while in [DS11] the counit θ is
required to be closed.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.12. 1. Consider a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) around a semisimple point and a
metric g compatible with the product ◦ and satisfying (1.24). Then the tuple (M, g, ◦, e) is a
Riemannian F-manifold with Killing unit vector field.
2. Consider a Riemannian F-manifold (M, g, ◦, e) with Killing unit vector field around a
semisimple point. Then there exists a unique torsionless connection satisfying (1.24). With
this connection the tuple (M,∇, ◦, e) is a flat F-manifold.
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Proof. Consider a Riemannian F-manifold (M, g, ◦, e) around a semisimple point. Let u1, . . . , uN
be the canonical coordinates. The compatibility with the product ◦ implies that the metric g
has the form g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2 and, therefore, the Christoffel symbols Γ˜ijk of the connection ∇˜
are given by
Γ˜ijk = 0, i 6= j 6= k 6= i,
Γ˜iij =
1
2gi
∂gi
∂uj
, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N,
Γ˜jii = −
1
2gj
∂gi
∂uj
, i 6= j.
Equation (1.26) reads
Rmlijδ
m
k +R
m
lkiδ
m
j +R
m
ljkδ
m
i = 0, 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m ≤ N.(1.27)
Note that because of the skewsymmetry of the Riemann tensor with respect to the second and
the third lower indices the condition above is satisfied if some of the indices i, j, k coincide.
Note also that condition (1.27) is trivially satisfied when m is distinct from i, j, k. Therefore,
condition (1.27) is nontrivial only if the indices i, j, k are distinct and m coincides with one of
them, which gives the system
Rklij = 0, k 6= i 6= j 6= k.
The vanishing of the Christoffel symbols Γ˜ijk with distinct indices i, j, k implies that R
k
lij
vanishes if all the indices i, j, k, l are distinct. Therefore, we come to the system
Rkkij = 0, R
k
iij = 0, k 6= i 6= j 6= k.
The skewsymmetry of the tensor Rijkl = giR
i
jkl with the respect to the first two lower indices
implies that Rkkij = 0. Thus, condition (1.26) is equivalent to the system
Rkiij = 0, k 6= i 6= j 6= k.
Since
Rkiij = −
∂Γ˜kii
∂uj
+ Γ˜kiiΓ˜
i
ij − Γ˜
k
jjΓ˜
j
ii − Γ˜
k
kjΓ˜
k
ii, i 6= j 6= k 6= i,
we conclude that the datum of a Riemannian F-manifold in canonical coordinates is equivalent
to a diagonal metric g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2 satisfying the Darboux-Tsarev system
−
∂Γ˜kii
∂uj
+ Γ˜kiiΓ˜
i
ij − Γ˜
k
jjΓ˜
j
ii − Γ˜
k
kjΓ˜
k
ii = 0, i 6= j 6= k 6= i.(1.28)
Let us prove Part 1 of the theorem. Consider a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) and a met-
ric g compatible with the product ◦ and satisfying (1.26). By Proposition 1.8, in canonical
coordinates we have g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2, where the gi’s satisfy (1.23). Note that
Γ˜iij = Γ
i
ij = γ˜
i
j, Γ˜
j
ii = −
gi
gj
Γ˜iij = −
gi
gj
γ˜ij, i 6= j,
Γ˜iii = Γ
i
ii = −
∑
j 6=i
γ˜ij.
Using these formulas it is now easy to check that system (1.28) follows from system (1.12).
Since
∑
j
1
gi
∂gi
∂uj
=
∑
j Γ
i
ij = 0, the unit vector field is Killing.
Let us prove Part 2 of the theorem. Consider a Riemannian F-manifold (M, g, ◦, e) with
Killing unit vector field. Let γ˜ij := Γ˜
i
ij, i 6= j. It is easy to check that the Darboux–Tsarev
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system (1.28) implies that the functions γ˜ij satisfy system (1.12). The fact that the unit vector
field e is Killing implies that ∑
k
∂gi
∂uk
= 0⇒
∑
k
∂Γ˜iij
∂uk
= 0.
Therefore, equation (1.13) is also satisfied and, thus, by Theorem 1.7, the connection ∇ given
by equations (1.9)–(1.11) defines a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e). The fact that ∇ satisfies con-
dition (1.24) or, equivalently, condition (1.23) is obvious.
It remains to check that condition (1.24) determines a connection ∇ uniquely. Denote the
tensor on the right-hand side of this equation by ∆kij . Let us write three equations (1.24)
corresponding to the cyclic permutations of the indices i, j, k:
∂gij
∂uk
− Γkij − Γkji = ∆kij,
∂gki
∂uj
− Γjki − Γjik = ∆jki,
∂gjk
∂ui
− Γijk − Γikj = ∆ijk,
where Γkij :=
∑
s Γ
s
kigsj. Summing the first and the third equations and subtracting the second
one, we get
Γkij =
1
2
(
∂gij
∂uk
−
∂gik
∂uj
+
∂gjk
∂ui
−∆kij +∆jik −∆ijk
)
,
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
1.4. Homogeneous flat F-manifolds. In this section we will prove that the metric, con-
structed in Section 1.2, in the case of homogeneous flat F-manifolds satisfies an additional
homogeneity property. We will also show that an additional homogeneity property allows to
fix uniquely the choice of R-matrices from Proposition 1.6.
Consider a flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e) around a semisimple point. Let t1, . . . , tN be flat
coordinates. Suppose that our flat F-manifold is homogeneous with an Euler vector field
E =
N∑
α=1
((1− qα)t
α + rα)
∂
∂tα
, qα, r
α ∈ C.
In canonical coordinates we have E =
∑
i(u
i + ai) ∂
∂ui
for some ai ∈ C. After an appropriate
shift of the coordinates we can assume that
E =
∑
i
ui
∂
∂ui
.
Consider the matrices Ψ˜, Γ˜ = (γ˜ij),Γ = (γ
i
j), the diagonal matrix D˜ (consisting of one-forms)
and the metric g =
∑
i gi(du
i)2, gi = H
2
i , constructed in Section 1.2.
Proposition 1.13 ([Lor14]). 1. The diagonal matrix iED˜ is constant, iED˜ = −diag(δ1, . . . , δN ),
δi ∈ C.
2. We have ∑
j
uj
∂Hi
∂uj
= δiHi,
∑
k
uk
∂γij
∂uk
= (δi − δj − 1)γ
i
j.(1.29)
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Proof. Define a diagonal matrix Q by Q := diag(q1, . . . , qN ). In [BB19] the authors introduced
a family of connections ∇˜λ on M × C∗, depending on a complex parameter λ, by
∇˜λXY :=∇XY + zX ◦ Y,
∇˜λ∂
∂z
Y :=
∂Y
∂z
+ E ◦ Y +
λ−Q
z
Y,(1.30)
∇˜λX
∂
∂z
= ∇˜λ∂
∂z
∂
∂z
:=0,
where z is the coordinate on C∗ and X, Y are local vector fields on M × C∗ having zero com-
ponent along C∗. The authors proved that the connection ∇˜λ is flat for any value of λ. Let us
show how to derive the proposition from the flatness of ∇˜λ.
Note that equation (1.30) can be rewritten as
∇˜λ∂
∂z
Y =
∂Y
∂z
+ E ◦ Y +
1
z
∇YE +
λ− 1
z
Y.
In canonical coordinates we have
∇YE =
∑
i
Y i
∂
∂ui
+
(
Ψ˜
∑
i
Y i
∂(Ψ˜−1)
∂ui
)
E,
and it is easy to check that(
Ψ˜
∑
i
Y i
∂(Ψ˜−1)
∂ui
)
E =
(
Ψ˜
∑
i
ui
∂(Ψ˜−1)
∂ui
)
Y.
For an N ×N matrix A = (Aij) denote by Ext(A) the (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrix defined by
Ext(A)ij :=
{
Aij , if 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N,
0, otherwise.
We see that in canonical coordinates the connection ∇˜λ is given by
∇˜λ = d+ Ext
(
−dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 + zdU +
(
U +
λ
z
−
1
z
(∑
i
ui
∂Ψ˜
∂ui
)
Ψ˜−1
)
dz
)
.
The flatness of the connection ∇˜λ for any value of λ is equivalent to equation (1.8) together
with the equations
dB + [B,M ] =0,(1.31)
[U,M ] + [B, dU ] =0,
where M := dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 and B := iEM =
(∑
i u
i ∂Ψ˜
∂ui
)
Ψ˜−1. Equation (1.31) implies that
dB + iE(M ∧M) = 0
by eq. (1.8)
⇒ dB + iE(dM) = 0.
The diagonal part of dM is dD˜ = 0. Therefore, the diagonal part of dB, which is d(iED˜),
vanishes. This proves the first part of the proposition.
Denote ∆ := −iED˜. Since H is defined by dH ·H
−1 = −D˜, we get
∑
i u
i ∂H
∂ui
= ∆H , which is
exactly the first equation in (1.29). We see that B = −∆ + [Γ˜, U ]. Therefore, equation (1.31)
implies that
d[Γ˜, U ] + [−∆+ [Γ˜, U ], D˜ + [Γ˜, dU ]] = 0.
Substituting Γ˜ = H−1ΓH , we get
d[Γ, U ] = [[∆,Γ], dU ] + [[Γ, dU ], [Γ, U ]].
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Applying the contraction iE to both sides of this equation we get[∑
i
ui
∂Γ
∂ui
, U
]
+ [Γ, U ] = [[∆,Γ], U ]⇒
∑
i
ui
∂Γ
∂ui
= [∆,Γ]− Γ,
which is exactly the second equation in (1.29). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 1.14. If our homogeneous flat F-manifold is a conformal Frobenius manifold of con-
formal dimension δ, meaning that LieEη = (2− δ)η, then δi = −
δ
2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Proposition 1.15. There exists a unique sequence of matrices R0 = Id, R1, R2, . . . satisfying
the differential equation (1.16) and the homogeneity condition∑
s
us
∂(Rk)
i
j
∂us
= (δi − δj − k)(Rk)
i
j, k ≥ 0.(1.32)
Proof. As we know from the proof of Proposition 1.6, without requiring property (1.32) a
sequence of matrices Rk is recursively determined in the following way. Suppose that matrices
R0, R1, . . . , Rm, m ≥ 0, are already constructed. Then the nondiagonal entries of Rm+1 are
given by
(Rm+1)
i
j = (Rm)
i
iγ
i
j −
∂(Rm)
i
j
∂ui
, i 6= j.(1.33)
The diagonal entries of Rm+1 are determined by the equation
∂(Rm+1)
i
i
∂uj
=
{
(Rm+1)
i
jγ
j
i , if j 6= i,
−
∑
k 6=i(Rm+1)
i
kγ
k
i , if j = i,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N,(1.34)
uniquely up to constants, which can be arbitrary. Suppose that the matrix Rm satisfies the
homogeneity condition (1.32). From formula (1.33) and Proposition 1.13 it follows that the
nondiagonal entries of Rm+1 also satisfy the homogeneity condition (1.32). Formula (1.34) im-
plies that
∑
s u
s ∂
∂us
∂(Rm+1)ii
∂uj
= −(m+2)
∂(Rm+1)ii
∂uj
for any i and j. Thus, unique functions (Rm+1)
i
i
satisfying equations (1.32) and (1.34) are given by
(Rm+1)
i
i = −
1
m+ 1
∑
j 6=i
(uj − ui)(Rm+1)
i
jγ
j
i .
The proposition is proved. 
Remark 1.16. In [AL13] the authors introduced the notion of a bi-flat F-manifold, which
is the datum of two different flat F-manifold structures (∇, ◦, e) and (∇∗, ∗, E) on the same
manifold M intertwined by the following conditions:
(1) [e, E] = e, LieE(◦) = ◦;
(2) X ∗ Y = (E◦)−1X ◦ Y (or X ◦ Y = (e∗)−1X ∗ Y ) for all local vector fields X, Y on M ;
(3) (d∇−d∇∗)(X ◦) = 0 for all local vector fields X onM , where d∇ is the exterior covariant
derivative.
Using the fact that the connection ∇∗ can be expressed in terms of the other data, in [AL17] the
authors proved that in the semisimple case the structure of a bi-flat F-manifold is equivalent to
the datum of a flat F-manifold, equipped with an invertible vector field E satisfying condition (1)
from the list above and also the property ∇∇E = 0 (see [KMS18] for the discussion of the regular
case). In other words on the complement of the discriminant (i.e. at the points where E is
invertible) any regular homogeneous flat F-manifold is equipped with a bi-flat structure.
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Remark 1.17. The structure (∇, ◦, e, E) where E is a linear Euler vector field can be also
characterized in terms of a flat meromorphic connection on the bundle pi∗TM on P×M called
Saito structure without metric (see [Sab98] for details). In particular, assuming the existence of
flat coordinates diagonalizing the matrix ∇E, it turns out that Saito structures without metric
are equivalent to homogeneous flat structures.
1.4.1. Example: extended 2-spin theory. An example of a flat F-manifold is given by the ex-
tended r-spin theory, constructed in [JKV01] and then studied in details in [BCT19, Bur18,
BR18]. Let us consider the case r = 2 and compute the metric, the rotation coefficients and
the R-matrices.
The vector potential of the flat F-manifold of the extended 2-spin theory is given by (see
e.g. [BR18, Section 4.3])
F 1(t1, t2) =
(t1)2
2
, F 2(t1, t2) = t1t2 −
(t2)3
12
.
The unit is ∂
∂t1
. The flat F-manifold is homogeneous with the Euler vector field
E = t1
∂
∂t1
+
1
2
t2
∂
∂t2
.
The set of nonsemisimple points coincides with the t1-axis. Consider our flat F-manifold around
a point (0, τ), τ 6= 0. The canonical coordinates satisfy the system of differential equations
∂ui
∂tα
∂ui
∂tβ
= cγαβ
∂ui
∂tγ
, 1 ≤ α, β, i ≤ 2,
from which we find
u1 =t1,
u2 =t1 −
(t2)2
2
,
{
t1 =u1,
t2 =
√
2(u1 − u2),
Ψ˜ =
(
1 0
1 −t2
)
.
We then compute
dΨ˜ · Ψ˜−1 =
(
0 0
−dt
2
t2
dt2
t2
)
, dU =
(
dt1 0
0 dt1 − t2dt2
)
,
and find
Γ˜ =
(
0 0
− 1
(t2)2
0
)
, H =
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
t2
)
, λ1, λ2 ∈ C
∗.
Let us choose the parameters λ1, λ2 such that H|(t1,t2)=(0,τ) = Id. We obtain
H =
(
1 0
0 τ
t2
)
, Γ =
(
0 0
− τ
(t2)3
0
)
, Ψ =
(
1 0
τ
t2
−τ
)
.
We see that
δ1 = 0, δ2 = −
1
2
.
It is easy to check that a unique sequence of R-matrices given by Proposition 1.15 is the
following:
Rm =
(
0 0
(−1)mτ (2m−1)!!
(t2)2m+1
0
)
, m ≥ 1.
In particular, we have
Ψ
∣∣
(t1,t2)=(0,τ)
=
(
1 0
1 −τ
)
, Rm
∣∣
(t1,t2)=(0,τ)
=
(
0 0
(−1)m (2m−1)!!
τ2m
0
)
, m ≥ 1.
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2. Givental-type theory for flat F-manifolds
In this section we recall the notion of a calibrated flat F-manifold, introduced in [BB19], and
interpret such an object as a certain infinite dimensional submanifold in the space CN [[z, z−1]].
This generalizes a similar result of A. Givental [Giv04] about Frobenius manifolds and allows
to introduce a group action on the space of calibrated flat F-manifolds. We then prove that
this group action, combined with linear changes of coordinates, is transitive on the space of
semisimple calibrated flat F-manifolds.
Let us fix a point torig = (t
1
orig, . . . , t
N
orig) ∈ C
N and denote by Rtorig the ring of formal power
series in the shifted variables tα − tαorig. In this section we consider flat F-manifolds defined on
a formal neighbourhood of torig, which means that the functions describing the structure of our
flat F-manifolds belong to the ring Rtorig .
2.1. Calibrated flat F-manifolds and descendant vector potentials. Consider a flat F-
manifold structure given by a vector potential F = (F 1, . . . , FN), F α ∈ Rtorig , and a unit
Aα ∂
∂tα
, Aα ∈ C. We will often denote the unit by ∂
∂t1
. A calibration of our flat F-manifold is
a collection of functions Ωα,dβ,0 ∈ R
torig , 1 ≤ α, β ≤ N , d ≥ −1, satisfying Ωα,−1β,0 = δ
α
β and the
property
∂Ωα,dβ,0
∂tγ
= cµγβΩ
α,d−1
µ,0 , d ≥ 0,(2.1)
where cαβγ =
∂2Fα
∂tβ∂tγ
. Introduce N × N matrices Ωd0, d ≥ −1, by (Ω
d
0)
α
β := Ω
α,d
β,0. Equation (2.1)
implies that cαβγ =
∂Ωα,0β,0
∂tγ
and, thus, equation (2.1) can be written in the matrix form as
dΩp0 = Ω
p−1
0 · dΩ
0
0, p ≥ 0,
where d(·) denotes the full differential. A calibration is determined uniquely up to a transfor-
mation(
Id +
∑
d≥1
Ωd−10 z
d
)
7→ G(z)
(
Id +
∑
d≥1
Ωd−10 z
d
)
, G(z) ∈ End(CN)[[z]], G(0) = Id.(2.2)
A flat F-manifold together with a calibration is called a calibrated flat F-manifold.
To our calibrated flat F-manifold one can associate a two-parameter family of matrices Ωpq ,
p, q ≥ 0, in the following way. Let us introduce matrices Ω0d = (Ω
α,0
β,d), d ≥ 0, by the equation(
Id +
∑
d≥1
(−1)dΩ0d−1z
d
)(
Id +
∑
d≥1
Ωd−10 z
d
)
= Id.(2.3)
By definition, we put Ω0−1 := Id. The matrices Ω
0
p satisfy the equation
dΩ0p = dΩ
0
0 · Ω
0
p−1, p ≥ 0.(2.4)
We define matrices Ωpq = (Ω
α,p
β,q), p, q ≥ 0, by
Ωpq :=
q∑
i=0
(−1)q−iΩp+q−i0 Ω
0
i−1
eq. (2.3)
=
p∑
i=0
(−1)p−iΩi−10 Ω
0
p+q−i,(2.5)
Let us present the construction of the descendant vector potentials associated to our cali-
brated flat F-manifold. We will use the notation Ωα,p1 ,q := A
βΩα,pβ,q . Equation (2.1) implies that
Ωα,01 ,0 − t
α is a constant, Ωα,01 ,0 = t
α + cα, c = (c1, . . . , cN) ∈ CN . Let
(Ωc)α,pβ,q := Ω
α,p
β,q
∣∣
tγ 7→tγ−cγ
∈ Rtorig+c.
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Consider the principal hierarchy associated to our calibrated flat F-manifold:
∂vα
∂tβd
= ∂x
(
(Ωc)α,0β,d
∣∣
tγ=vγ
)
, 1 ≤ α, β ≤ N, d ≥ 0.(2.6)
The flows of the principal hierarchy pairwise commute. Since (Ωc)α,01 ,0 = t
α, we can identify the
flows ∂
∂x
and ∂
∂t10
= Aα ∂
∂tα0
. Clearly, the functions vα = tα0 satisfy the subsystem of system (2.6)
given by the flows ∂
∂tβ0
. Denote by (vtop)α ∈ Rtorig+c[[t∗≥1]] the solution of the principal hierarchy
specified by the initial condition
(vtop)α
∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
= tα0 .
It is often called the topological solution.
Let
(Ωtop)α,pβ,q := (Ω
c)α,pβ,q
∣∣
tγ 7→(vtop)γ
∈ Rtorig+c[[t∗≥1]].
The descendant vector potentials F
a
= (F1,a, . . . ,FN,a), a ≥ 0, of our calibrated flat F-manifold
are defined by
Fα,a :=
∑
b≥0
(Ωtop)α,aβ,bq
β
b ∈ R
torig+c[[t∗≥1]], a ≥ 0,
where qβb := t
β
b − A
βδb,1. We have the property
∂Fα,a
∂tβb
= (Ωtop)α,aβ,b .(2.7)
The function F α coincides with the function Fα,0|tβ 7→tβ+cβ
t∗
≥1=0
up to an affine function in the
variables tγ.
Remark 2.1. We see that in the construction of the descendant vector potentials he have to
go from the functions Ωα,pβ,q to the shifted functions (Ω
c)α,pβ,q . Actually, if we start from the shifted
vector potential ((F c)1, . . . , (F c)N) given by (F c)α := F α|tβ 7→tβ−cβ , then the functions (Ω
c)α,pβ,0
define a calibration and in the further construction of the descendant vector potentials we don’t
have to do any shifts and get the same functions Fα,a. That is why in [BB19] the authors don’t
write explicitly the shifts needed in the construction of the descendant vector potetentials. We do
it because we want to study the action of transformations (2.2) on descendant vector potentials
and such a transformation shifts a point around which formal functions Fα,a are defined.
Let us adopt the convention
Fα,a := (−1)a+1qα−a−1, if a < 0.
Proposition 2.2. A sequence of N-tuples of functions (F1,a, . . . ,FN,a), Fα,a ∈ Rtorig [[t∗≥1]],
a ≥ 0, is a sequence of descendant vector potentials of a flat F-manifold if and only if the
following equations are satisfied:∑
b≥0
qβb+1
∂Fα,a
∂qβb
=−Fα,a−1, a ∈ Z,(2.8)
∑
b≥0
qβb
∂Fα,a
∂qβb
=Fα,a, a ∈ Z,(2.9)
∂2Fα,0
∂qβb+1∂q
γ
c
=
∂Fµ,0
∂qβb
∂2Fα,0
∂qµ0 ∂q
γ
c
, b, c ≥ 0,(2.10)
∂Fα,a+1
∂qβb
+
∂Fα,a
∂qβb+1
=
∂Fα,a
∂qµ0
∂Fµ,0
∂qβb
, a, b ≥ 0.(2.11)
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It is not hard to check that equations (2.10) and (2.11) imply the following generalizations
of equation (2.10):
∂2Fα,a
∂qβb+1∂q
γ
c
=
∂Fµ,0
∂qβb
∂2Fα,a
∂qµ0 ∂q
γ
c
, a, b, c ≥ 0,(2.12)
∂2Fα,a+1
∂qβb ∂q
γ
c
=
∂Fα,a
∂qµ0
∂2Fµ,0
∂qβb ∂q
γ
c
, a, b, c ≥ 0.(2.13)
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Suppose that N -tuples (F1,a, . . . ,FN,a), a ≥ 0, are descendant vec-
tor potentials of a flat F-manifold. Equation (2.8) was proved in [BB19]. Also we have∑
b≥0 q
β
b
∂(vtop)α
∂qβ
b
= 0 [BB19], which implies that
∑
b≥0 q
β
b
∂(Ωtop)α,aγ,c
∂qβ
b
= 0. Therefore, equation (2.9)
is true. Equation (2.10) follows from equations (2.4) and (2.7). The last equation (2.11) follows
from equation (2.5).
Suppose now that functions Fα,a ∈ Rtorig [[t∗≥1]] satisfy equations (2.8)–(2.11). Then it is
straightforward to check that the functions F α and Ωα,dβ,0 given by
F α := Fα,0
∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
, Ωα,dβ,0 :=
∂Fα,d
∂tβ0
∣∣∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
,
define a calibrated flat F-manifold such that the N -tuples (F1,a, . . . ,FN,a) are its descendant
vector potentials. 
Let F
a
(t∗∗), a ≥ 0, be a collection of descendant vector potentials and consider a linear change
of variables
tαa 7→ t˜
α
a (t
∗
∗) =M
α
µ t
µ
a ,
whereM = (Mαβ ) ∈ GL(C
N). Then it is easy to see that the collection of functions (M.F)α,a(t˜∗∗)
defined by
(M.F)α,a := MαµF
µ,a
∣∣
tβb=(M
−1)βγ t˜
γ
b
, a ≥ 0,(2.14)
satisfies all the equations (2.8)–(2.11) and, thus, gives a collection of descendant vector poten-
tials. The unit vector field A˜α ∂
∂t˜α
of the associated flat F-manifold is given by A˜α = MαµA
µ.
Clearly, this defines a GL(CN)-action on collections of descendant vector potentials. We will
use the notation
M.F
a
:= ((M.F)1,a, . . . , (M.F)N,a).
2.2. Ancestor vector potentials. Consider a collection of descendant vector potentials F
a
,
Fα,a ∈ Rtorig [[t∗≥1]]. They are called ancestor if torig = 0 and the following property is satisfied:
(2.15)
∂Fα,a
∂tβb
∣∣∣∣∣
t∗∗=0
= 0, a, b ≥ 0.
Lemma 2.3. Consider a flat F-manifold structure given by a vector potential F with F α ∈
C[[t1, . . . , tN ]]. Then there exists a unique calibration giving a collection of ancestor potentials.
Proof. It is easy to check that such a calibration is uniquely determined by equation (2.1) and
the properties Ωα,0β,0 =
∂Fα
∂tβ
− ∂F
α
∂tβ
∣∣
t∗=0
and Ωα,aβ,0
∣∣
t∗=0
= 0, a ≥ 0. 
A unique calibration described by this lemma will be called the ancestor calibration.
Let us assign to the variable tβb degree b− 1, deg t
β
b := b− 1.
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Lemma 2.4. Consider a collection of ancestor vector potentials F
a
, a ≥ 0. Then
degFα,a ≤ −a− 2, a ≥ 0,(2.16)
which means that all the monomials that form the power series Fα,a have degree less or equal
to −a− 2.
Proof. By equation (2.9), we have Fα,a|t∗∗=0 = 0. Therefore, property (2.16) follows from the
property
deg
(
∂Fα,a
∂tβb
)
≤ −a− b− 1, a, b ≥ 0,
which can be easily checked by induction using relations (2.12) and (2.13). The lemma is
proved. 
Remark 2.5. Lemma 2.4 implies that for a collection of ancestor vector potentials F
a
we have
Fα,a ∈ C[t∗≥2][[t
∗
0, t
∗
1]].
Therefore, for any collection of constants cβb ∈ C such that c
β
0 = c
β
1 = 0 the formal power
series Fα,a can be expressed as a formal power series in the shifted variables (tβb +c
β
b ), for which
property (2.16) still holds.
2.3. Constant flat F-manifolds. A flat F-manifold given by a vector potential F = (F 1, . . . , FN)
is called constant if its structure constants cαβγ =
∂2Fα
∂tβ∂tγ
are constants.
In any rank N ≥ 1 the simplest constant flat F-manifold has the vector potential F =(
(t1)2
2
, . . . , (t
N )2
2
)
and the unit
∑N
α=1
∂
∂tα
. Its ancestor vector potentials are given by
Fα,a =
∑
n≥a+2
∑
d1,...,dn≥0∑
di=n−2−a
1
n(n− 1)
∏
tαdi
a!
∏
di!
, a ≥ 0.
This flat F-manifold is called the trivial flat F-manifold of dimension N . Applying to it the
GL(CN)-action (2.14) we can get the ancestor vector potentials of any semisimple constant flat
F-manifold. Clearly, in canonical coordinates the Christoffel symbols of the connection ∇ and
the rotation coefficients of any semisimple constant flat F-manifold vanish.
2.4. Flat F-manifolds and the geometry of CN [[z, z−1]]. Let H := CN [[z, z−1]]. Denote
by φ1, . . . , φN the standard basis in C
N . Any element f(z) ∈ H can be expressed as
f(z) =
∑
d≥0
(−1)d+1pαdφα
zd+1
+
∑
d≥0
qαdφαz
d, pαd , q
α
d ∈ C,
in a unique way. We view the coefficients pαd and q
α
d as coordinates on the space H. We have
the decomposition H = H+ ⊕H−, where H+ = C
N [[z]] and H− = z
−1CN [[z−1]].
Consider a collection of functions Fα,a ∈ Rtorig [[t∗≥1]], 1 ≤ α ≤ N , a ≥ 0. Recall that we
relate the variables tβb and q
β
b by q
β
b = t
β
b − A
βδb,1. We view F
α,a as formal functions on the
space H+ near the point torig − φ1 z, where φ1 := A
αφα. Consider the graph of the collection
of functions Fα,a in the space H:
C := {(p∗∗, q
∗
∗) ∈ H|p
α
a = F
α,a} ⊂ H.
Theorem 2.6. The functions Fα,a satisfy equations (2.8)–(2.11) if and only if the following
three conditions are satisfied:
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1. C is a cone with the vertex at the origin;
2. for any point f ∈ C we have f ∈ zTfC, where TfC ⊂ H denotes the tangent space to C
at the point f ;
3. for any point f ∈ C the tangent space TfC is tangent to C along zTfC.
Note that, comparing to a similar result about Frobenius manifolds [Giv04, Theorem 1],
we just drop the condition that the cone is Lagrangian and the condition that any tangent
space L is tangent to C exactly along zL. Actually, the second of these two conditions follows
automatically from the conditions of Theorem 2.6. We will show it in Lemma 2.7 after the
proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Clearly, C is a cone with the vertex at the origin if and only if the vector
field
∑
a≥0 q
α
a
∂
∂qαa
+
∑
a≥0 p
α
a
∂
∂pαa
is tangent to C, which is equivalent to equation (2.9).
Assume now that equation (2.9) is satisfied. Therefore, for any f ∈ C the tangent space TfC
passes through the origin. Since C is the graph of the collection of functions Fα,a, we can lift
the coordinate vector fields ∂
∂qαa
on H+ to vector fields eα,a on C, which give a natural basis in
the tangent spaces to C. We have
eα,a =
∂
∂qαa
+
∑
b≥0
∂Fβ,b
∂qαa
∂
∂pβb
, 1 ≤ α ≤ N, a ≥ 0.
Consider now a point f = (pβb , q
α
a ) ∈ C. We have z
−1f = (p˜βb , q˜
α
a ), where
q˜αa = q
α
a+1, p˜
β
b =
{
−qβ0 , if b = 0,
−Fβ,b−1, if b ≥ 1.
The condition f ∈ zTfC ⇔ z
−1f ∈ TfC is satisfied if and only if the vector∑
a≥0
qαa+1
∂
∂qαa
− qα0
∂
∂pα0
−
∑
a≥0
Fα,a
∂
∂pαa+1
∈ TfH
belongs to TfC. The last property is equivalent to the equation∑
a≥0
qαa+1
∂Fβ,b
∂qαa
=
{
−Fβ,b−1, if b ≥ 1,
−qβ0 , if b = 0,
which is exactly equation (2.8).
Let us assume that equations (2.8) and (2.9) are satisfied. For a tangent space TfC a basis
in zTfC is given by the vectors
zeα,a =
∂
∂qαa+1
−
∂Fβ,0
∂qαa
∂
∂qβ0
−
∑
b≥1
∂Fβ,b
∂qαa
∂
∂pβb−1
, 1 ≤ α ≤ N, a ≥ 0.
Thus,
zTfC ⊂ TfC ⇔ zeα,a = eα,a+1 −
∂Fµ,0
∂qαa
eµ,0 ⇔
∂Fβ,b+1
∂qαa
+
∂Fβ,b
∂qαa+1
=
∂Fµ,0
∂qαa
∂Fβ,b
∂qµ0
,
where the last equation coincides with (2.11).
Let us assume now that equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) are satisfied. We already know
that for any point f ∈ C we have f ∈ zTfC ⊂ TfC. Therefore, the space TfC is tangent to C
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along zTfC if and only if the Lie derivative of the coefficient of
∂
∂pαa
in eγ,c along the vector
field zeβ,b is zero. The last property is equivalent to the equation(
∂
∂qβb+1
−
∂Fµ,0
∂qβb
∂
∂qµ0
)
∂Fα,a
∂qγc
= 0.
Since we have assumed that equation (2.11) is satisfied, the last equation is equivalent to
equation (2.10). The theorem is proved. 
The cone C ⊂ H obtained from a calibrated flat F-manifold by the construction described
above will be called a generalized Givental cone. The generalized Givental cone corresponding
to an ancesor calibration will be called an ancestor cone. The ancestor cone corresponding to
the trivial flat F-manifold of dimension N will be denoted by CtrivN .
Lemma 2.7. Consider functions Fα,a satisfying equations (2.8)–(2.11) and the associated cone
C ⊂ H. Then each tangent space L to the cone C is tangent to it exactly along zL.
Proof. The subspace zL ⊂ L has codimension N and a basis in L/zL is given by the vectors eα,0.
The coefficients of ∂
∂pβ
b
in the vector fields eα,a give natural functions on the space of tangent
spaces to C. Consider the coefficient Coef∂/∂pβ0
e1 ,0 =
∂Fβ,0
∂q10
and the Lie derivative Leα,0 of it
along the vector field eα,0. Since(
Leα,0
∂Fβ,0
∂q10
)∣∣∣∣
qγc=δc,0t
γ
orig−δc,1A
γ
= δβα,
we see that any tangent space L to C is tangent to it exactly along zL. 
Consider a map M ∈ GL(CN ), Mφα = M
β
αφβ. It induces a linear map H 7→ H and,
obviously, the conditions for a cone C formulated in Theorem 2.6 are preserved by this map.
It is easy to see that the transformation of the corresponding descendant vector potentials is
described by formula (2.14).
2.5. J-function. Consider a generalized Givental cone C ⊂ H. In the same way as for the case
of Frobenius manifolds [Giv04] one can introduce the J-function associated to C. For this we
consider the intersection of the cone C with the affine space −zφ1 + zH−. Via the projection
to −zφ1 +C
N along H− the intersection becomes the graph of a function from C
N to H called
the J-function:
C
N ∋ tαφα 7→ J(−z, t
∗) = −zφ1 + t
αφα +
∑
j≥1
Jk(t
∗)(−z)−k.
If F
a
are the descendant vector potentials, corresponding to the cone C, then, clearly,
Jk(t
∗) = Fα,k−1φα
∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
, k ≥ 1.
The cone C is uniquely determined by its J-function. This fact can be derived, for example,
from equation (2.11).
The J-function of the cone CtrivN is
J(z, t∗) =
N∑
α=1
zet
α/zφα.
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2.6. Generalized Givental group action. Consider two groups
G+ :=
{
R(z) = Id +
∑
i≥1
Riz
i ∈ End(CN)[[z]]
}
,
G− :=
{
S(z) = Id +
∑
i≥1
Siz
−i ∈ End(CN )[[z−1]]
}
.
Let us call the groups G+ and G− the upper triangular and the lower triangular group, respec-
tively. If we ignore for a moment potential problems caused by infinite summation, we can
say that the groups G+ and G− act on the space H by the left multiplication. Moreover, the
conditions for a cone C formulated in Theorem 2.6 are preserved by these actions. Thus, we
get G±-actions on the space of calibrated flat F-manifolds. Let us analyze these actions more
carefully.
2.6.1. Upper triangular group.
Proposition 2.8. The G+-action on the space of ancestor cones is well defined.
Proof. Let C ⊂ H be the cone corresponding to a collection F
a
of ancestor vector potentials.
Consider a point
f(z) =
∑
a≥0
(−1)a+1Fα,aφα
za+1
+
∑
a≥0
qαaφαz
a ∈ C.
For R(z) ∈ G+ we have
R(z)f(z) =
∑
a≥0
(−1)a+1F˜α,aφα
za+1
+
∑
a≥0
q˜αaφαz
a,
where
q˜αa =q
α
a +
a∑
i=1
(Ri)
α
µq
µ
a−i +
∑
i≥a+1
(Ri)
α
µ(−1)
i−aFµ,i−a−1, a ≥ 0,(2.17)
F˜α,a =Fα,a +
∑
i≥1
(−1)i(Ri)
α
µF
µ,a+i, a ≥ 0.(2.18)
Lemma 2.4 implies that the infinite sums on the right-hand sides of these two equations are
well defined. Lemma 2.4 also implies that the transformation qαa 7→ q˜
α
a can be considered as
a change of variables. Therefore, we can express the functions F˜α,a(q∗∗) as functions of the
variables q˜βb , F˜
α,a(q∗∗) = F̂
α,a(q˜∗∗). Note that the function F̂
α,a is a formal function around the
point
R(z)(−φ1 z) = −φ1 z −
∑
i≥1
(Ri)
µ
1φµz
i+1 ∈ H+,
but, by Remark 2.5, it can be expressed as a formal function around the point −φ1 z.
It remains to check that the descendant vector potentials (F̂1,a, . . . , F̂N,a) are ancestor. Let
us express the functions F̂α,a as formal power series in the variables t˜βb = q˜
β
b + A
βδb,1. For-
mulas (2.17) and (2.18) imply that property (2.16) holds for the functions F̂α,a. Therefore,
∂F̂α,a
∂t˜β
b
∣∣∣
t˜∗∗=0
= 0 and the descendant vector potentials (F̂1,a, . . . , F̂N,a) are ancestor. 
Consider a collection of ancestor vector potentials F
a
and the corresponding cone C ⊂ H. For
R(z) ∈ G+ denote by R(z).F
a
=
(
(R(z).F)1,a, . . . , (R(z).F)N,a
)
the ancestor vector potentials,
corresponding to the cone R(z)C ⊂ H. Recall that we use the convention
Fα,a = (−1)a+1qα−a−1, if a < 0.
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Proposition 2.9. The infinitesimal action of the group G+ on the space of ancestor vector
potentials is given by
d
dε
(eεr(z).F)α,a
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
∑
i≥1
(−1)i(ri)
α
µF
µ,a+i +
∑
i≥1, j≥0
(−1)i−j−1(ri)
µ
ν
∂Fα,a
∂tµj
Fν,i−j−1, a ≥ 0,
(2.19)
where r(z) =
∑
i≥1 riz
i, ri ∈ End(C
N).
Proof. We have
eεr(z)[F ]α,a
∣∣
qβ
b
7→q˜β
b
= F˜α,a,
where q˜βb and F˜
α,a are given by formulas (2.17) and (2.18) with R(z) = eεr(z). Differentiating
both sides of this equation with respect to ε and setting ε = 0, we get formula (2.19). 
2.6.2. Lower triangular group. Consider a flat F-manifold with a vector potential F , F α ∈
Rtorig , its calibration given by matrices Ωp0, and the associated descendant vector potentials F
a
,
Fα,a ∈ Rtorig+c[[t∗≥1]], where c
α = Ωα,01 ,0 − t
α. Let C ⊂ H be the associated cone.
Proposition 2.10. Consider an arbitrary element S(z) = Id +
∑
i≥1 Siz
−i ∈ G− and let
log S(z) = s(z) =
∑
i≥1 siz
−i.
1. The cone S(z)C is well defined. It corresponds to a collection of descendant vector po-
tentials, which we denote by S(z).F
a
=
(
(S(z).F)1,a, . . . , (S(z).F)N,a
)
, with (S(z).F)α,a ∈
Rtorig+c−S1φ1 [[t∗≥1]] given by
(S(z).F)α,a = e−ŝ(z)
(
Fα,a +
a∑
i=1
(−1)i(Si)
α
µF
µ,a−i + (−1)a+1
∑
i≥a+1
(Si)
α
µq
µ
i−a−1
)
,(2.20)
where ŝ(z) =
∑
i≥1
j≥0
(si)
α
βq
β
i+j
∂
∂qαj
.
2. The descendant vector potentials S(z).F
a
correspond to the same flat F-manifold, but with
the different calibration given by the matrices Ω˜d0 defined by
Id +
∑
d≥1
Ω˜d−10 z
d = S(−z−1)
(
Id +
∑
d≥1
Ωd−10 z
d
)
.
Proof. 1. For a point
f(z) =
∑
a≥0
(−1)a+1Fα,aφα
za+1
+
∑
a≥0
qαaφαz
a ∈ C
we have
S(z)f(z) =
∑
a≥0
(−1)a+1(F ′)α,aφα
za+1
+
∑
a≥0
(q′)αaφαz
a,
where
(q′)αa =q
α
a +
∑
i≥1
(Si)
α
µq
µ
a+i = e
ŝ(z)qαa , a ≥ 0,
(F ′)α,a =Fα,a +
a∑
i=1
(−1)i(Si)
α
µF
µ,a−i + (−1)a+1
∑
i≥a+1
(Si)
α
µq
µ
i−a−1, a ≥ 0.
Expressing the function (F ′)α,a as a function of the variables (q′)βb , we get formula (2.20). This
proves Part 1 of the proposition.
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2. Denote S(z)−1 = Id +
∑
i≥1 S˜iz
−i. Then we have Ω˜0p =
∑p+1
i=0 Ω
0
p−iS˜i, p ≥ −1. From this
it is easy to see that the topological solution (v˜top)α and the matrices (Ω˜top)0b corresponding to
the new calibration are given by
(v˜top)α = e−ŝ(z)(vtop)α, (Ω˜top)0b = e
−ŝ(z)
(
b+1∑
i=0
(Ωtop)0b−iS˜i
)
.
Then for the descendant vector potentials (F˜1,a, . . . , F˜N,a) corresponding to the new calibration
we get
F˜α,0 =
∑
b≥0
qβb (Ω˜
top)α,0β,b =
∑
b≥0
qβb e
−ŝ(z)
(
b+1∑
i=0
(Ωtop)α,0µ,b−i(S˜i)
µ
β
)
=
=e−ŝ(z)
(∑
b,j≥0
(Sj)
β
νq
ν
b+j
b+1∑
i=0
(Ωtop)α,0µ,b−i(S˜i)
µ
β
)
=
=e−ŝ(z)
(∑
i,j,l≥0
(Ωtop)α,0µ,l (S˜i)
µ
β(Sj)
β
νq
ν
i+j+l +
∑
b,j≥0
(S˜b+1)
α
β(Sj)
β
νq
ν
b+j
)
=
=e−ŝ(z)
(
Fα,0 −
∑
l≥0
(Sl+1)
α
ν q
ν
l
)
= (S(z).F)α,0.
Knowing that F˜α,0 = (S(z).F)α,0 is enough to conclude that F˜α,a = (S(z).F)α,a for all a ≥ 0.
This completes the proof of part 2 of the proposition. 
Proposition 2.11. Any generalized Givental cone can be obtained from some ancestor cone by
the action of an element from the group G−.
Proof. Choosing a matrix S1 such that S1φ1 = torig + c and using Proposition 2.10, we get
((Id + S1z).F)
α,a ∈ R0[[t∗≥1]].
So without loss of generality we can assume that torig = c = 0. Using again Proposition 2.10
we see that the cone (
Id +
∑
j≥1
(−1)jz−jΩj−10 (0)
)−1
C
is ancestor. The proposition is proved. 
Let F = (F 1, . . . , FN), F α ∈ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]], be a vector potential of a flat F-manifold. Denote
by C the associated ancestor cone and by Ωj0 the matrices defining the ancestor calibration.
Consider a family of vector potentials F τ , depending on formal parameters τ
1, . . . , τN , τ =
(τ 1, . . . , τN ), defined by
F ατ := F
α|tβ 7→tβ+τβ ∈ C[[τ
∗]][[t∗]].
Denote by Cτ the associated family of ancestor cones.
Lemma 2.12. We have
Cτ =
(
Id +
∑
j≥1
(−1)jΩj−10 (τ
∗)z−j
)−1
C.(2.21)
According to Proposition 2.10, the object on the right-hand side of equation (2.21) is a germ
of a graph over the point −ταφα − φ1 z ∈ H+, while Cτ is a germ of a graph over the point
−φ1 z ∈ H+. However, since the parameters τ
α are formal, the cone on the right-hand side can
be considered as a germ of a graph over the point −φ1 z ∈ H+.
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Proof of Lemma 2.12. By Proposition 2.10, the cone on the right-hand side of equation (2.21)
corresponds to the same flat F-manifold given by the vector potential F together with the
calibration
Id +
∑
j≥1
Ω˜j−10 (t
∗)zj =
(
Id +
∑
j≥1
Ωj−10 (τ
∗)zj
)−1(
Id +
∑
j≥1
Ωj−10 (t
∗)zj
)
.
By Remark 2.1, this cone also corresponds to the flat F-manifold given by the vector poten-
tial F τ together with the calibration Id +
∑
j≥1(Ω˜
−τ )j−10 z
j . Since(
Id +
∑
j≥1
(Ω˜−τ )j−10 z
j
)∣∣∣∣∣
tα=0
=
(
Id +
∑
j≥1
Ω˜j−10 z
j
)∣∣∣∣∣
tα=τα
= Id,
the cone on the right-hand side of (2.21) is indeed the ancestor cone corresponding to the flat
F-manifold with the vector potential F τ . 
2.7. Reconstruction of semisimple flat F-manifolds. Consider a flat F-manifold given
by a vector potential F = (F 1, . . . , FN), F α ∈ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]]. Consider the constant flat F-
manifold given by the structure constants of our flat F-manifold at the origin. We call this
constant flat F-manifold the constant part of our flat F-manifold.
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that our flat F-manifold is semisimple at the origin. Then the corre-
sponding ancestor cone C can be obtained from the ancestor cone Cconst of the constant part by
some element R(z) of the group G+.
Before proving the theorem, let us present an important technical result. Consider a cali-
brated flat F-manifold given by a vector potential F and matrices Ωp0, F
α,Ωα,pβ,0 ∈ R
torig , and the
associated descendant vector potentials F
a
, Fα,a ∈ Rtorig+c[[t∗≥1]]. Recall that the constants c
α
are given by Ωα,01 ,0 = t
α + cα. Consider the associated cone C ⊂ H.
Proposition 2.14. The cone C has the following parameterization:
C =
{(∑
j≥0
(−1)jΩj−10 z
−j
)∑
i≥1
qαi φαz
i
}
.
Proof. During the proof of the proposition we will denote the coordinates on H by p˜βb and q˜
α
a .
We have (∑
j≥0
(−1)jΩj−10 z
−j
)∑
i≥1
qαi φαz
i =
∑
a≥0
(−1)a+1F˜α,a(q∗∗)φα
za+1
+
∑
a≥0
q˜αa (q
∗
∗)φαz
a,
where
q˜αa (q
∗
∗) =
{
tα0 + c
α +
∑
i≥1(−1)
iΩα,i−1µ,0 t
µ
i , if a = 0,
qαa +
∑
i≥1(−1)
iΩα,i−1µ,0 q
µ
i+a, if a ≥ 1,
F˜α,a(q∗∗) =
∑
i≥1
(−1)iΩα,i+aµ,0 q
µ
i , a ≥ 0.
We see that the transformation qαa 7→ q˜
α
a (q
∗
∗) can be considered as a change of variables and,
therefore, we can express the functions F˜α,a(q∗∗) as functions of the variables q˜
β
b , F˜
α,a(q∗∗) =
F̂α,a(q˜∗∗)
∣∣∣
q˜β
b
=q˜β
b
(q∗∗)
, where F̂α,a ∈ C[[q˜β0 − (t
β
orig + c
β), q˜β1 + A
β, q˜β≥2]].
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Let us first check that the submanifold C′ ⊂ H given by
C′ :=
{(∑
j≥0
(−1)jΩj−10 z
−j
)∑
i≥1
qαi φαz
i
}
=
{ ∑
i≥1, j≥0
(−1)jΩµ,j−1ν,0 q
ν
i φµz
i−j
}
satisfies the conditions from Theorem 2.6. Regarding the first condition, we see that a vector
f =
∑
i≥1, j≥0
(−1)jΩµ,j−1ν,0 q
ν
i φµz
i−j ∈ C′ ⊂ H
depends linearly on the variables qνi , with i ≥ 1. Therefore, C
′ is a cone with the vertex at the
origin.
For f ∈ H denote by fαi the coefficient of φαz
i in f and let us use these coefficients as
coordinates on H. For f ∈ C′ a basis in the tangent space TfC
′ is given by the vectors
eα,a :=

∑
i≥1, j≥0(−1)
j ∂Ω
µ,j−1
ν,0
∂qα0
qνi
∂
∂fµi−j
= −
∑
i≥1, j≥0(−1)
jqνi c
θ
ναΩ
µ,j−1
θ,0
∂
∂fµi−j−1
, if a = 0,∑
j≥0(−1)
jΩµ,j−1α,0
∂
∂fµa−j
, if a ≥ 1.
One can immediately see that after the obvious identification of the vector spaces H and TfH
the vectors z−1f and −e1 ,0 become equal. Thus, the second condition from Theorem 2.6 is
satisfied.
Let us check the third condition. We compute
zeα,a =
{
eα,a+1, if a ≥ 1,
−
∑
i≥1 q
ν
i c
θ
ναeθ,i, if a = 0,
which implies that zTfC
′ ⊂ TfC
′. Define a matrix M = (Mαβ ) by M
α
β := −q
θ
1c
α
θβ. Note that,
since Mαβ = δ
α
β − t
θ
1c
α
θβ, the matrix M is invertible. Therefore, the vectors eα,a with a ≥ 1
give a basis in zTfC
′. We see that in order to check the third condition from Theorem 2.6 it
is sufficient to check that ∂eα,a
∂qβ
b
∈ TfC
′ for a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 1. Clearly, ∂eα,a
∂qβ
b
= 0 if a, b ≥ 1. For
b ≥ 1 we have
∂eα,0
∂qβb
= −
∑
j≥0
(−1)jcθαβΩ
µ,j−1
θ,0
∂
∂fµb−1−j
=
{
−cθαβeθ,b−1, if b ≥ 2,
−
∑
j≥0(−1)
jcθαβΩ
µ,j−1
θ,0
∂
∂fµ−j
, if b = 1,
and it remains to check that
hα :=
∑
j≥0
(−1)jΩµ,j−1α,0
∂
∂fµ−j
∈ TfC
′.
We can easily see that
Mναhν = eα,0 +
∑
i≥2
qνi c
θ
ναeθ,i−1,
and, since the matrix M is invertible, we get hα ∈ TfC
′.
Let us finally prove that C = C′. Note that q˜βb (q
∗
∗)
∣∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
= δb,0(t
β
0 + c
β)− δb,1A
β and
F˜α,a(q∗∗)
∣∣∣
t∗
≥1=0
= Ωα,a+11 ,0 = F
α,a
∣∣∣tγ0 7→tγ0+cγ
t∗
≥1=0
, a ≥ 0.
Thus, the J-functions of the cones C and C′ coincide, which implies that C = C′. The proposition
is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.13. Consider the canonical coordinates ui(t∗) of our flat F-manifold. Mak-
ing an appropriate shift we can assume that ui(0) = 0. Consider the matrices H and Ψ
constructed in Section 1.2, and the matrices Ri given by Proposition 1.6. We consider these
matrices as functions of the variables tα, H = H(t∗), Ψ = Ψ(t∗), Ri = Ri(t
∗). Denote
R(z, t∗) := 1 +
∑
i≥1
Ri(t
∗)zi.
Let us prove that
C = Ψ−1(0)R−1(−z, 0)Ψ(0)Cconst.
Since CtrivN = H
−1(0)Ψ(0)Cconst, it is sufficient to prove that
CtrivN = H
−1(0)R(−z, 0)Ψ(0)C.
We say that a Laurent series
∑
i∈Z fi(t
∗)zi, fi ∈ C[[t
1, . . . , tN ]], is admissible if for each i ≤ 0
the formal power series fi(t
∗) consists of monomials tα1 · · · tαk with k ≥ −i. Note that the
product of any two admissible Laurent series is well defined and is also an admissible Laurent
series. Any Laurent series f with matrix coefficients can be considered as a matrix, whose
entries are Laurent series, and we say that f is admissible, if all the entries are admissible.
Consider the following Laurent series with matrix coefficients:
S1(z, t
∗) :=
∑
j≥0
Ωj−10 (t
∗)z−j , S2(z, t
∗) := eU(t
∗)/zR(z, t∗)Ψ(t∗),
where U(t∗) = diag(u1(t∗), . . . , uN(t∗)) and the matrices Ωj−10 (t
∗) define the ancestor calibration
for our flat F-manifold. Since U(0) = 0, the Laurent series S2(z, t
∗) is well defined and is
admissible. By Lemma 2.4, the Laurent series S1(z, t
∗) is also admissible and we can consider
the product
S2(−z, t
∗)S−11 (−z, t
∗).
Clearly, R(−z, 0)Ψ(0) = S2(−z, 0)S
−1
1 (−z, 0). Define an ancestor cone C0 by
C0 := H
−1(0)S2(−z, 0)S
−1
1 (−z, 0)C.
We have to prove that C0 = C
triv
N .
Both Laurent series S1 and S2 satisfy the same differential equation
dS1,2 = z
−1S1,2dΩ
0
0.
The equation dS1 = z
−1S1dΩ
0
0 is a part of the definition of a calibration. In order to prove
the equation dS2 = z
−1S2dΩ
0
0, one should use the formula dΩ
0
0 = Ψ
−1dUΨ together with
formulas (1.14) and (1.21). This implies that the product S2(z, t
∗)S−11 (z, t
∗) does not depend
on the variables tα. By Proposition 2.14, the cone C0 can be parameterized as follows:
C0 =
{
H−1(0)S2(−z, 0)S
−1
1 (−z, 0)S1(−z, t
∗)
(
−zAαφα +
∑
i≥1
tαi φαz
i
)}
.
Since S2(−z, 0)S
−1
1 (−z, 0) = S2(−z, t
∗)S−11 (−z, t
∗), we get the following parameterization of
the cone C0:
C0 =
{
e−U(t
∗)/zH−1(0)R(−z, t∗)Ψ(t∗)
(
−zAαφα +
∑
i≥1
tαi φαz
i
)}
.
Consider a family of vectors f(z, t∗) ∈ zH+, depending on t
1, . . . , tN , defined by
f(z, t∗) := Ψ−1(t∗)R−1(−z, t∗)H(0)
(
−z
N∑
α=1
φα
)
.
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This family has the form
f(z, t∗) = −zAαφα +
∑
i≥1
fαi (t
∗)φαz
i, fαi ∈ C[[t
∗]], fαi (0) = 0,
and we clearly have
H−1(0)R(−z, t∗)Ψ(t∗)f(z, t∗) = −z
N∑
α=1
φα.
Therefore,
e−U(t
∗)/z
(
−z
N∑
α=1
φα
)
∈ C0.
We see that the cone C0 contains the family of vectors e
−U(t∗)/z
(
−z
∑N
α=1 φα
)
parameterized
by t1, . . . , tN . This implies that the J-function of the cone C0 is
∑N
α=1 ze
tα/zφα. Therefore,
C0 = C
triv
N . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Combining this theorem with Proposition 2.11, we get the following result.
Theorem 2.15. Any generalized Givental cone C such that the algebra structure of the flat F-
manifold at torig is semisimple can be obtained from the cone C
triv
N by the following composition
of operators:
C = S(z)R(z)MCtrivN ,
for some S(z) ∈ G−, R(z) ∈ G+ and M ∈ GL(C
N).
3. F-cohomological field theories
F-cohomological field theories (F-CohFTs for short) were introduced in [BR18] as a general-
ization of the notion of cohomological field theory (or CohFT) [KM94] and of partial cohomo-
logical field theory [LRZ15]. We recall here their definition and their relation with Frobenius
and flat F-manifolds. In what follows we denote by Mg,n the Deligne–Mumford moduli space
of genus g stable curves with n marked points, where g, n ≥ 0 and 2g − 2 + n > 0.
3.1. F-CohFTs, partial CohFTs and CohFTs. We will denote by H∗(X) the cohomology
ring with coefficients in C of a topological space X . When considering the moduli space of
stable curves, X = Mg,n, the cohomology ring H
2k(Mg,n) can optionally be replaced by the
Chow ring Ak(Mg,n), k ≥ 0.
Definition 3.1. An F-cohomological field theory (or F-CohFT) is a system of linear maps
cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1), 2g − 1 + n > 0,
where V is an arbitrary finite dimensional vector space, together with a special element e ∈ V ,
called the unit, such that, chosen any basis e1, . . . , edimV of V and the dual basis e
1, . . . , edimV
of V ∗, the following axioms are satisfied:
(i) the maps cg,n+1 are equivariant with respect to the Sn-action permuting the n copies of V
in V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗n and the last n marked points in Mg,n+1, respectively.
(ii) pi∗cg,n+1(e
α0⊗⊗ni=1eαi) = cg,n+2(e
α0⊗⊗ni=1eαi⊗e) for 1 ≤ α0, α1, . . . , αn ≤ dimV , where
pi : Mg,n+2 →Mg,n+1 is the map that forgets the last marked point.
Moreover, c0,3(e
α ⊗ eβ ⊗ e) = δ
α
β for 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dimV .
(iii) gl∗cg1+g2,n1+n2+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗n1+n2i=1 eαi) = cg1,n1+2(e
α0 ⊗⊗i∈Ieαi ⊗ eµ)⊗ cg2,n2+1(e
µ⊗⊗j∈Jeαj )
for 1 ≤ α0, α1, . . . , αn1+n2 ≤ dimV , where I ⊔ J = {2, . . . , n1 + n2 + 1}, |I| = n1,
|J | = n2, and gl : Mg1,n1+2 ×Mg2,n2+1 → Mg1+g2,n1+n2+1 is the corresponding gluing
map.
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There is an obvious generalization of the notion of F-CohFT, where the maps cg,n+1 take
value in Heven(Mg,n+1)⊗K, where K is a C-algebra. We will call such objects F-cohomological
field theories with coefficients in K.
Given an F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1), dimV = N , and a basis e1, . . . , eN ∈
V , an N -tuple of functions (F 1, . . . , FN) satisfying equations (1.2) and (1.3) can be constructed
as the following generating functions:
(3.1) F α(t1, . . . , tN) :=
∑
n≥2
1
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤N
(∫
M0,n+1
c0,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
)
n∏
i=1
tαi ,
thus yielding an associated flat F-manifold structure on a formal neighbourhood of 0 in V . Note
that the unit vector field of the flat F-manifold is ∂
∂t1
= Aα ∂
∂tα
, where Aαeα = e. More in general,
we have the following result involving genus 0 intersection numbers of the F-CohFT with psi
classes, where ψi ∈ H
2(Mg,n), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the first Chern class of the i-th tautological bundle
on Mg,n whose fiber at a point representing the class of a marked stable curve (C, x1, . . . , xn)
is the cotangent line to C at xi ∈ C.
Proposition 3.2. For 1 ≤ α ≤ N and a ≥ 0, the formal power series
(3.2) Fα,a(t∗∗) :=
∑
n≥2
1
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤N
a1,...,an≥0
(∫
M0,n+1
c0,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)ψ
a
1
n∏
i=1
ψaii+1
)
n∏
i=1
tαiai
form a sequence of ancestor vector potentials of a flat F-manifold.
Proof. We are going to use the characterization of ancestor vector potentials given by Propo-
sition 2.2 and equation (2.15). Therefore, we need to show that equations (2.15), (2.8), (2.9),
(2.10) and (2.11) are valid for the power series (3.2).
Equation (2.15) follows from the fact that the formal power series Fα,a are always at least
quadratic in the variables t∗∗, by definition (3.2).
Equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be proved by computing ∂F
α,a
∂t10
and ∂F
α,a
∂t11
using Axiom (ii) of
Definition 3.1 together with the equations
ψa11 . . . ψ
an
n = pi
∗(ψa11 . . . ψ
an
n ) +
n∑
i=1
pi∗(ψa11 . . . ψ
ai−1
i . . . ψ
an
n )δ
{i,n+1}
0(3.3)
and
pi∗ψn+1 = 2g − 2 + n,
respectively, where pi : Mg,n+1 → Mg,n is the morphism forgetting the last marked point
and δ
{i,n+1}
0 is the class of the irreducible boundary divisor in Mg,n+1 that is the closure of
the locus of marked stable curves (C, x1, . . . , xn+1) with two irreducible components, one of
genus 0 carrying the marked points xi and xn+1 and the other of genus g carrying all the other
markings.
Proving equation (2.10) requires Axiom (iii) of Definition 3.1 together with the following
formula for the psi class ψi, valid in genus 0 for fixed i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n+1} with i 6= j 6= k 6= i:
ψi =
∑
I⊂{1,...,n+1}
|I|≥2, i∈I, j,k∈Ic
δI0 ∈ H
2(M0,n+1),(3.4)
where δI0 is the closure of the locus of genus 0 marked stable curves (C, x1, . . . , xn+1) with two
irreducible components, one carrying the marked points with labels in I and the other carrying
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the marked points with labels in the complement Ic = {1, . . . , n+ 1}\I. Applying the formula
to the case i, j > 0, k = 1, one obtains equation (2.10).
Summing two equations (3.4), where i and j are swapped, we obtain
ψi + ψj =
∑
I⊂{1,...,n+1}
|I|,|Ic|≥2, i∈I, j∈Ic
δI0 ∈ H
2(M0,n+1),
which implies, taking i = 1, equation (2.11). 
Definition 3.3. [LRZ15] A partial CohFT is a system of linear maps
cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n), 2g − 2 + n > 0,
where V is an arbitrary finite dimensional vector space, together with a special element e ∈ V ,
called the unit, and a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form η ∈ (V ∗)⊗2, called a metric, such
that, chosen any basis e1, . . . , edimV of V , the following axioms are satisfied:
(i) the maps cg,n are equivariant with respect to the Sn-action permuting the n copies of V
in V ⊗n and the n marked points in Mg,n, respectively.
(ii) pi∗cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) = cg,n+1(⊗
n
i=1eαi ⊗ e) for 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ dimV , where pi : Mg,n+1 →
Mg,n is the map that forgets the last marked point.
Moreover c0,3(eα ⊗ eβ ⊗ e) = η(eα ⊗ eβ) =: ηαβ for 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dimV .
(iii) gl∗cg1+g2,n1+n2(⊗
n1+n2
i=1 eαi) = η
µνcg1,n1+1(⊗i∈Ieαi ⊗ eµ) ⊗ cg2,n2+1(⊗j∈Jeαj ⊗ eν) for 1 ≤
α1, . . . , αn1+n2 ≤ dimV , where I ⊔ J = {1, . . . , n1 + n2}, |I| = n1, |J | = n2, and
gl : Mg1,n1+1×Mg2,n2+1 →Mg1+g2,n1+n2 is the corresponding gluing map and where η
αβ
is defined by ηαµηµβ = δ
α
β for 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dim V .
Remark 3.4. Clearly, given a partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n), the system of linear
maps c•g,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) defined as c
•
g,n+1(e
α0 ⊗ ⊗ni=1eαi) := η
α0µcg,n+1(eµ ⊗
⊗ni=1eαi) forms an F-CohFT, called the associated F-CohFT.
Given a partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n), dimV = N , and a basis e1, . . . , eN ∈ V , a
function F (t1, . . . , tN ) satisfying equations (1.5) and (1.6) can be constructed as the following
generating function:
F (t1, . . . , tN) :=
∑
n≥3
1
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤N
(∫
M0,n
c0,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi)
)
n∏
i=1
tαi ,
thus yielding an associated Frobenius manifold structure on a formal neighbourhood of 0 in V .
Definition 3.5 ([KM94]). A CohFT is a partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n) such that
the following extra axiom is satisfied:
(iv) gl∗cg+1,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) = cg,n+2(⊗
n
i=1eαi ⊗ eµ ⊗ eν)η
µν for 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ dimV , where
gl : Mg,n+2 → Mg+1,n is the gluing map, which increases the genus by identifying the
last two marked points.
3.2. Formal shift of an F-CohFT. Let τ 1, . . . , τN be formal variables. For an arbitrary F-
CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) with a fixed basis e1, . . . , eN ∈ V consider a system
of maps
cτg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1)⊗ C[[τ
1, . . . , τN ]]
defined by
cτg,n+1(ω ⊗⊗
n
i=1vi) :=
∑
m≥0
1
m!
pim∗cg,n+m+1(ω ⊗⊗
n
i=1vi ⊗ (τ
αeα)
⊗m),(3.5)
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where ω ∈ V ∗, vi ∈ V , τ = (τ
1, . . . , τN) and pim : Mg,n+m+1 → Mg,n+1 is the map that
forgets the last m marked points. It is straightforward to check that the maps cτg,n+1 form an
F-CohFT with coefficients in C[[τ 1, . . . , τN ]]. Moreover, if F is the vector potential given by
formula (3.1), then the flat F-manifold of the F-CohFT cτ is described by the vector potential F τ
from Section 2.6.2. We will call the F-CohFT cτg,n+1 the formal shift of the F-CohFT cg,n+1.
3.3. Partial and F-topological field theories. A CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n) is
called a topological field theory (TFT) when cg,n(V
⊗n) ⊂ H0(Mg,n). In this case each class
cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) ∈ H
0(Mg,n) is represented by a constant complex valued function onMg,n. Eval-
uating such functions at a point ofMg,n representing a maximally degenerate stable curve, i.e.
a nodal curve whose irreducible components are all P1’s with three special (nodal or marked)
points, using Axioms (iii) and (iv) of Definition 3.5, we see that the entire CohFT can be re-
constructed from the linear map c0,3 : V
⊗3 → H0(M0,3) only. This amounts to the datum of a
Frobenius algebra with unit (V, •, η, e), where the metric is given by η(eα, eβ) = c0,3(e⊗eα⊗eβ)
and the product is given by eα • eβ = c0,3(eα ⊗ eβ ⊗ eµ)η
µνeν .
Let us generalize these notions and observations to partial and F-CohFTs.
Definition 3.6. A partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n) is called a partial topological field
theory (partial TFT) when cg,n(V
⊗n) ⊂ H0(Mg,n).
An F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) is called an F-topological field theory (F-TFT)
when cg,n+1(V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n) ⊂ H0(Mg,n+1).
Proposition 3.7. A partial TFT cg,n : V
⊗n → H0(Mg,n) can be uniquely reconstructed from
the linear maps c0,3 : V
⊗3 → H0(M0,3) and c1,1 : V → H
0(M1,1) only. This amounts to the
datum of a Frobenius algebra with unit (V, •, η, e), where the metric is given by η(eα, eβ) =
c0,3(e⊗ eα ⊗ eβ) and the product is given by eα • eβ = c0,3(eα ⊗ eβ ⊗ eµ)η
µνeν , together with a
special covector ω ∈ V ∗ given by 〈ω, eα〉 = c1,1(eα).
An F-TFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → H0(Mg,n+1) can be uniquely reconstructed from the linear maps
c0,3 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗2 → H0(M0,3) and c1,1 : V
∗ → H0(M1,1) only. This amounts to the datum of
a commutative associative algebra with unit (V, •, e), where the product is given by eα • eβ =
c0,3(e
µ ⊗ eα ⊗ eβ)eµ, together with a special vector w ∈ V given by w = c1,1(e
α)eα.
Proof. As for TFTs, the classes cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) ∈ H
0(Mg,n) for partial TFTs and cg,n+1(e
α ⊗
⊗ni=1eαi) ∈ H
0(Mg,n+1) for F-TFTs are represented by constant complex valued functions
on Mg,n and Mg,n+1, respectively. Evaluating such functions at points of the moduli spaces
representing stable curves with separating nodes only and whose irreducible components are
either P1’s with three special (marked or nodal) points or elliptic curves with one special point,
and using Axiom (iii) of Definition 3.3 or 3.1 we obtain the desired result. 
Given a CohFT, a partial CohFT or an F-CohFT, their degree zero parts are naturally a
TFT, a partial TFT or an F-TFT, respectively.
3.4. Homogeneous F-CohFTs. Since H∗(Mg,n) is a graded C-vector space, it is natural to
consider the special case of F-CohFTs for which:
• the vector spaces V and V ∗ are also graded, deg e = 0, and the pairing between V
and V ∗ has degree 0, i.e. deg eα = − deg eα for a homogeneous basis e1, . . . , edimV of V ,
• the maps cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n) are homogeneous of degree deg cg,n+1.
Then, because of Axiom (ii) in Definition 3.1, deg cg,n+1 does not depend on n and deg c0,n+1 = 0
for any n ≥ 2. Moreover, because of Axiom (iii), deg cg,n+1 is a linear function of g, which implies
that the general form of a grading compatible with the axioms of F-CohFT is
deg cg,n+1 = γg, γ ∈ C.
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Thus, setting qα := deg eα, we get the following condition for the classes cg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi):
deg cg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 + γg,(3.6)
where deg denotes half of the cohomological degree. Now, in order to get a generalization of
the usual notion of homogeneous CohFT, let us correct the left-hand side of (3.6) by adding a
term pi1∗cg,n+2(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ), where r
γ ∈ C and pi1 : Mg,n+2 →Mg,n+1 is the map that
forgets the last marked point. We finally arrive to the following definition.
Definition 3.8. An F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) is called homogeneous if V
is a graded vector space with a homogeneous basis e1, . . . , edimV , deg e = 0, and complex con-
stants rα, 1 ≤ α ≤ dim V , and γ exist, such that the following condition is satisfied:
Deg cg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) + pi1∗cg,n+2(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ) =
=
(
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 + γg
)
cg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi),
where qα := deg eα and by Deg : H
∗(Mg,n) → H
∗(Mg,n) we denote the operator that acts on
H i(Mg,n) by the multiplication by
i
2
. The constant γ is called the conformal dimension of our
F-CohFT.
The flat F-manifold associated to a homogeneous F-CohFT is homogeneous with the Euler
vector field given by
E =
dimV∑
α=1
((1− qα)t
α + rα)
∂
∂tα
.
Suppose that a homogeneous F-CohFT comes from a partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n),
with the metric η on V , seen as the map η : V ⊗2 → C, having degree deg η = −δ. Then our
partial CohFT satisfies the condition
Deg cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) + pi1∗cg,n+1(⊗
n
i=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ) =
(
n∑
i=1
qαi + γg − δ
)
cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi).
Finally, if our partial CohFT is a CohFT, then the last property has to be compatible with
the extra gluing axiom at nonseparating nodes and this imposes the further condition γ = δ,
i.e.
Deg cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi) + pi1∗cg,n+1(⊗
n
i=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ) =
(
n∑
i=1
qαi + δ(g − 1)
)
cg,n(⊗
n
i=1eαi).
This is exactly the homogeneity condition in the definition of homogeneous CohFTs (see
e.g. [PPZ15, Definition 1.7]). Note that the constant δ is the conformal dimension of the
corresponding Frobenius manifold.
4. Group action on F-CohFTs
In this section we define a generalization of the notion of Givental group acting on the space
of CohFTs (see [PPZ15]) to a corresponding generalized Givental group acting on the space of
F-CohFTs. Using this action we then present a construction of a family of F-CohFTs associated
to any given flat F-manifold that is semisimple at the origin. The family is parameterized by
a vector G0 ∈ C
N .
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4.1. R-matrices.
Definition 4.1. Given a vector space V , a system of linear maps
cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1), 2g − 1 + n > 0,
satisfying Axioms (i) and (iii) of Definition 3.1 is called an F-CohFT without unit.
Consider now the group G+ of End(V )-valued power series of the form R(z) = Id+
∑
i≥1Riz
i,
and let us denote by R−1(z) the inverse element to R(z) and by R(z)t the transposed End(V ∗)-
valued power series. We refer to such an element of G+ as an R-matrix.
Let Γ be a stable graph of genus g with n marked legs (see [PPZ15, Section 0.2] for the
definition) and V (Γ), E(Γ) be its sets of vertices and edges, each vertex v ∈ V (Γ) marked with
a genus g(v) and with valence n(v). Let ξΓ :
∏
v∈V (Γ)Mg(v),n(v) → Mg,n be the natural map
whose image is the closure of the locus of stable curves whose dual graph is Γ. The degree of
ξΓ is |AutΓ|, the number of automorphisms of the graph Γ.
Let Tg,n+1 be the set of stable trees of genus g with n+ 1 marked legs. Then Γ ∈ Tg,n+1 can
be seen as a stable rooted tree where the root is the vertex to which leg 1 is attached and each
edge e ∈ E(Γ) is splitted into two half edges e′ and e′′, where e′ is closer to the root and e′′ is
farther from the root.
The action of R ∈ G+ on an F-CohFT without unit cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) is
the system of maps
(4.1)
(Rc)g,n+1 :=
∑
Γ∈Tg,n+1
ξΓ∗
 ∏
v∈V (Γ)
cg(v),n(v)R(−ψ1)
t
n+1∏
k=2
R−1(ψk)
∏
e∈E(Γ)
Id−R−1(ψe′)R(−ψe′′)
ψe′ + ψe′′
 .
Understanding how this formula gives a linear map from V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗n to Heven(Mg,n+1) re-
quires some explanation. First, the covector and the n vectors are fed to the external leg
terms R(−ψ1)
t and R−1(ψk), 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, which are elements of H
∗(Mg,n+1) ⊗ End(V
∗)
and H∗(Mg,n+1)⊗ End(V ), respectively. The result is an element in H
∗(Mg,n+1)⊗ V
∗ and n
elements in H∗(Mg,n+1) ⊗ V , the first factor of which acts by multiplication in cohomology,
while the second factor is fed to the cg(v),n(v) sitting at the vertex v to which the corresponding
leg is attached.
Second, the edge term
Id−R−1(ψe′)R(−ψe′′)
ψe′ + ψe′′
is an element of H∗(Mg(v′),n(v′))⊗H
∗(Mg(v′′),n(v′′))⊗V ⊗V
∗, where v′ is the vertex to which e′
is attached and v′′ is the vertex to which e′′ is attached (indeed, the End(V )-valued power
series in the psi classes at the numerator is in the ideal generated by the denominator, since
R(z)R−1(z) = Id). The first two factors act by multiplication in cohomology, the third factor
is fed to one of the vector entries of the cg(v′),n(v′) sitting at the vertex v
′ and the third factor
is fed to the covector entry of the cg(v′′),n(v′′) sitting at the vertex v
′′.
This way all entries of the vertex terms cg(v),n(v) are exhausted by either a leg or an edge
term, and all that is left is a product of (even) cohomology classes.
Remark 4.2. Note that, unlike in the analogous formula for the R-action on CohFTs without
unit [PPZ15, Section 2.1], we don’t have the factor 1
|Aut(Γ)|
in formula (4.1). This is because
stable trees don’t have nontrivial automorphisms.
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Theorem 4.3. If cg,n+1 is an F-CohFT without unit, then (Rc)g,n+1 is an F-CohFT without
unit. The resulting action is a left group action.
Proof. The proof strictly follows the ideas of the analogous proofs, found in [PPZ15, Section 2],
for the R-matrix action on a CohFT. The Sn-equivariance of (RC)g,n+1 follows from the Sn-
equivariance of cg,n+1 and the definition of the R-matrix action. For the pullback of (Rc)g,n+1 to
a boundary divisor of curves with dual graph Φ with two vertices and one separating edge, one
follows the argument in the proof of [PPZ15, Proposition 2.3] to show that such pullback is an
expression similar to (4.1), the only differences being that the sum runs over all stable rooted
trees Γ which are degenerations of Φ and that the edge term assigned to the distinguished
separating edge e is simply R−1(ψe′)R(−ψe′′). This shows that (Rc)g,n+1 satisfies Axiom (iii)
in Definition 3.1.
To show that the resulting action is a left group action we follow again the argument in
[PPZ15, Proposition 2.4]. 
4.2. R-matrix action on F-CohFTs. Consider the abelian group of V -valued power series
of the form T (z) =
∑
i≥2 Tiz
i. We refer to such power series as a translation. Its action on an
F-CohFT without unit cg,n+1 is given by the formula
(4.2) (Tc)g,n+1(ω ⊗⊗
n
i=1vi) :=
∑
m≥0
1
m!
pim∗cg,n+m+1(ω ⊗⊗
n
i=1vi ⊗⊗
n+m+1
k=n+2 T (ψk)),
where ω ∈ V ∗ and vi ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem 4.4. If cg,n+1 is an F-CohFT without unit, then (Tc)g,n+1 is an F-CohFT without
unit. The resulting action is an abelian group action. If two translations T ′ and T ′′ are related
by an R-matrix R via the equation T ′(z) = R(z)T ′′(z), then (T ′Rc)g,n+1 = (RT
′′c)g,n+1.
Proof. The proof follows closely the proofs of [PPZ15, Proposition 2.7, 2.8, 2.9] with the obvious
transpositions. 
In order to obtain a well-defined R-matrix action on F-CohFTs with unit we need to combine
it with an appropriate translation. Given an F-CohFT with unit e and an R-matrix R, let us
define the translations T ′R(z) := z[R(z)e − e] and T
′′
R(z) := z[e− R
−1(z)e].
Theorem 4.5. If cg,n+1 is an F-CohFT with unit e, then (T
′
RRc)g,n+1 = (RT
′′
Rc)g,n+1 is an
F-CohFT with the same unit e. The resulting action is a left group action of the group G+ on
F-CohFTs with unit.
Proof. Again, the proof follows closely the proof of [PPZ15, Proposition 2.12]. 
Following [PPZ15] let us use the notation
R.c := T ′RRc
for the constructed action of the group G+ on F-CohFTs with unit.
Proposition 4.6. The action of G+ on F-CohFTs with unit leaves their degree 0 part un-
changed.
Proof. From equations (4.1) and (4.2) it is easy to see that both (Rc)g,n+1−cg,n+1 and (Tc)g,n+1−
cg,n+1, seen as elements of H
∗(Mg,n+1)⊗V ⊗ (V
∗)⊗n, have no cohomological degree 0 term. 
The constructed action of the group G+ on F-CohFTs (with unit) induces a G+-action on
the corresponding ancestor vector potentials. Let us prove that the latter coincides with the
G+-action on ancestor vector potentials constructed in Section 2.6.1.
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Theorem 4.7. Consider an F-CohFT (with unit) cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) and
choose a basis e1, . . . , eN ∈ V . Consider the corresponding sequence of ancestor vector poten-
tials F
a
, a ≥ 0, and an R-matrix R ∈ G+. Then the sequence of ancestor vector potentials
corresponding to the F-CohFT (R.c)g,n+1 coincides with the sequence R.F
a
, a ≥ 0.
Proof. It is sufficient to check the statement of the theorem infinitesimally, i.e. to prove that
for any r =
∑
i≥1 riz
i, ri ∈ End(V ), we have∑
n≥2
1
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤N
a1,...,an≥0
(∫
M0,n+1
d
dε
[(eεr.c)0,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)]
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
ψa1
n∏
i=1
ψaii+1
)
n∏
i=1
tαiai =
=
d
dε
(eεr.F)α,a
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, 1 ≤ α ≤ N, a ≥ 0.
Directly from the definition of the R-action on F-CohFTs, it is easy to see that
d
dε
[(eεr.c)0,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)]
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
=
∑
k≥1
(−1)k(rk)
α
µc0,n+1(e
µ ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
−
n∑
i=1
∑
k≥1
ψki+1(rk)
µ
αi
c0,n+1
(
eα ⊗⊗i−1j=1eαj ⊗ eµ ⊗⊗
n
j=i+1eαj
)
+
∑
I⊔J={1,...,n}
|I|≥1, |J |≥2
∑
p,q≥0
(−1)q(rp+q+1)
µ
νgl∗
(
ψp|I|+2c0,|I|+2(e
α ⊗⊗i∈Ieαi ⊗ eµ)⊗ ψ
q
1c0,|J |+1(e
ν ⊗⊗j∈Jeαj )
)
+
∑
k≥1
(rk)
µ
1pi1∗
(
ψk+1n+2c0,n+2(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eµ)
)
,
where gl : M0,|I|+2×M0,|J |+1 is the gluing map. Multiplying the right-hand side by ψ
a
1
∏n
i=1 ψ
ai
i+1,
integrating over M0,n+1 and taking the generating series, we obtain exactly the expression on
the right-hand side of formula (2.19). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Define a GL(V )-action on an F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) by
(M.c)g,n+1(ω ⊗⊗
n
i=1vi) := cg,n+1(M
tω ⊗⊗ni=1M
−1vi), M ∈ GL(V ),
where ω ∈ V ∗ and vi ∈ V . Clearly, if e ∈ V is the unit of the F-CohFT cg,n+1, then Me ∈ V
is the unit of the F-CohFT (M.c)g,n+1. The following proposition says that this GL(V )-action
on F-CohFTs is consistent with the GL(CN)-action on descendant vector potentials defined in
Section 2.1.
Proposition 4.8. Consider an F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1) and choose a basis
e1, . . . , eN ∈ V . Consider the corresponding sequence of ancestor vector potentials F
a
, a ≥ 0,
and an element M ∈ GL(V ) = GL(CN). Then the sequence of ancestor vector potentials
corresponding to the F-CohFT (M.c)g,n+1 coincides with the sequence M.F
a
, a ≥ 0.
Proof. Direct computation. 
For an F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1), an element M ∈ GL(V ) and an R-
matrix R we will use the notation
MR.c :=M.(R.c).
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4.3. Construction of F-CohFTs from semisimple F-manifolds. Recall from Section 3
that to an F-CohFT we associated a flat F-manifold whose vector potential is given by equa-
tion (3.1) and only involves genus 0 intersection numbers. Recall moreover from Proposition 3.7
that the degree 0 part of an F-CohFT is an F-TFT and, as such, it can be uniquely recon-
structed from the datum of an associative unital algebra together with an element of such
algebra. Such associative algebra coincides, by definition, with the one on the tangent space
at the origin of the associated genus 0 flat F-manifold, while its special element is genus 1
information.
Theorem 4.9. Consider a flat F-manifold given by a vector potential F = (F 1, . . . , FN), where
F α ∈ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]], that is semisimple at the origin t∗ = 0. Let G0 = G
α
0
∂
∂tα
, where Gα0 ∈ C,
be an element of its tangent space at the origin. There exists an F-CohFT whose associated
flat F-manifold is the one considered and whose degree 0 part is the F-TFT defined by the
associative unital algebra on the tangent space at the origin of this F-manifold together with the
element G0 of this algebra.
Proof. Let us start with the F-TFT reconstructed uniquely from the unital associative algebra
at the origin t∗ = 0 of the F-manifold and its element G0, according to Proposition 3.7. It
is defined on the N dimensional C-vector space generated by eα =
∂
∂tα
, 1 ≤ α ≤ N , with
unit e and structure constants ∂
2Fα
∂tβ∂tγ
∣∣∣
t∗=0
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ N , with respect to the basis e1, . . . , en.
Since an F-TFT is an F-CohFT, we can associate to it a flat F-manifold and a sequence of
ancestor vector potentials. By definition, it coincides with the constant part of the starting flat
F-manifold, and its ancestor cone will be denoted by Cconst ⊂ H, according to the terminology
introduced in Section 2.7.
Thanks to semisimplicity at the origin, according to Theorem 2.13, there exists an R-matrix
R(z) ∈ G+ acting on C
const to produce the ancestor cone C of the starting flat F-manifold.
We then make this R-matrix R(z) act on the F-TFT via the action described in Theorem 4.5,
obtaining an F-CohFT. By Theorem 4.7, the flat F-manifold associated to this F-CohFT co-
incides with the starting F-manifold. Proposition 4.6 ensures that the degree 0 part is the
starting F-TFT. 
4.4. Homogeneous F-CohFTs corresponding to homogeneous flat F-manifolds. Here
we present a construction of a family of homogeneous F-CohFTs associated to any given ho-
mogeneous flat F-manifold that is semisimple at the origin.
Before considering the homogeneous case, let us discuss the construction from the proof of
Theorem 4.9 in more details. So let us consider a flat F-manifold given by a vector potential
F = (F 1, . . . , FN), where F α ∈ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]], that is semisimple at the origin t∗ = 0, and
the associated ancestor cone C. As in the proof of Theorem 2.13, we consider the canonical
coordinates ui(t∗) and the matrixH = diag(H1, . . . , HN) constructed in Section 1.2. Recall that
the functions Hi were defined uniquely up to the rescalings Hi 7→ λiHi, where the constants
λi ∈ C
∗ can be chosen arbitrarily. Let us make a unique choice such that Hi|t∗=0 = 1 for any i.
Consider then the matrix Ψ and the matrices Ri given by Proposition 1.6. We consider these
matrices as functions of the variables tα, H = H(t∗), Ψ = Ψ(t∗), Ri = Ri(t
∗). From the proof
of Theorem 2.13 we know that C = Ψ−1(0)R−1(−z, 0)Ψ(0)Cconst or, equivalently,
C = Ψ−1(0)R−1(−z, 0)CtrivN .
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Let V = CN and e1, . . . , eN ∈ C
N be the standard basis in CN . A family of F-TFTs
ctriv,G0g,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → H0(Mg,n+1), parameterized by a vector G0 = (G
1
0, . . . , G
N
0 ) ∈ C
N , corre-
sponding to the trivial flat F-manifold of dimension N is given by
ctriv,G0g,n+1 (e
i0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) :=
{
(Gi00 )
g, if i0 = i1 = . . . = in,
0, otherwise.
Note that ctriv,G01,1 (e
i) = Gi0. By the proof of Theorem 4.9, a family of F-CohFTs associated to
our flat F-manifold is given by
cF ,G0 := Ψ−1(0)R−1(−z, 0).ctriv,G0.(4.3)
Note that the degree zero part of cF ,G01,1 (e
α) is equal to
∑
j(Ψ
−1(0))αjG
j
0.
Suppose now that our F-manifold is homogeneous with an Euler vector field
E = Eα
∂
∂tα
= ((1− qα)t
α + rα)
∂
∂tα
.
Then, by Proposition 1.13, we have Eα ∂Hi
∂tα
= δiHi for some δi ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Consider then
a unique sequence of matrices Ri, i ≥ 1, given by Proposition 1.15. For any δ ∈ C define a
subspace Vδ ⊂ C
N by
Vδ := {w = (w
1, . . . , wN) ∈ CN |wi = 0 if δi 6= δ}.
Let D := {δi}1≤i≤N . We get the decomposition C
N = ⊕δ∈DVδ.
Theorem 4.10. For any 1 ≤ l ≤ N and a vector G0 ∈ Vδl the F-CohFT
cF ,G0 = Ψ−1(0)R−1(−z, 0).ctriv,G0
is homogeneous of conformal dimension −2δl.
The proof of the theorem is based on the following crucial result, which is true without
the homogeneity assumption. For arbitrary vectors w = (w1, . . . , wN) ∈ (C∗)N and G0 =
(G10, . . . , G
N
0 ) ∈ C
N define an F-TFT cw,G0 with the phase space V = CN by
cw,G0g,n+1(e
i0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) :=
{
(G
i0
0 )
g
(wi0 )g+n−1
, if i0 = i1 = . . . = in,
0, otherwise.
(4.4)
This F-TFT corresponds to the constant flat F-manifold with the vector potential
(
(t1)2
2w1
, . . . , (t
N )2
2wN
)
and the unit
∑N
i=1w
i ∂
∂ti
.
As at the beginning of this section, consider a flat F-manifold given by a vector poten-
tial F , F α ∈ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]], that is semisimple at the origin t∗ = 0, and the associated matri-
ces H(t∗), Ψ(t∗) and Ri(t
∗) such that Hi(0) = 1.
Proposition 4.11. For an arbitrary G0 ∈ C
N we have
cF,G0,t = Ψ−1(t∗)R−1(−z, t∗).cH(t
∗),H−1(t∗)G0 ,(4.5)
where cF,G0,t is the formal shift of the F-CohFT cF ,G0, t = (t1, . . . , tN).
Proof. Obviously, both sides of equation (4.5) are equal if we set tα = 0. From equation (3.5)
it is clear that the left-hand side of (4.5) satisfies the differential equation
∂
∂tβ
(
cF ,G0,tg,n+1 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
)
= pi1∗
(
cF,G0,tg,n+2 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eβ)
)
.
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Therefore, it is sufficient to check that the right-hand side of (4.5) satisfies the same differential
equation,
∂
∂tβ
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
)
=
= pi1∗
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+2
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eβ)
)
,
or, equivalently,
(4.6) d
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
)
=
= pi1∗
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+2
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eβdt
β)
)
.
Recall that the unit of the F-CohFT cH,H
−1G0 is H =
∑n
i=1Hiei. We have
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0 = Ψ−1R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0 ,
where T ′′R−1(−z) = z
(
H − R(−z)H
)
. Let us introduce the notation
R≥k(z) :=
∑
i≥k
Riz
i, k ≥ 1.
We see that(
T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) =
{
Ωkg,n+1, if i0 = i1 = . . . = in = k,
0, otherwise,
where
Ωkg,n =
∑
m≥0
1
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−2k
pim∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k)
∈ H∗(Mg,n)⊗ C[[t
1, . . . , tN ]],
and
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k
denotes the k-th component of the vector R≥1(−ψi)H.
Let
TNg,n+1 :=
{
(Γ, f)
∣∣∣ Γ∈Tg,n+1f : V (Γ)→{1,...,N} } .
We denote by H(Γ) the set of half-edges of Γ ∈ Tg,n+1. A function f : V (Γ) → {1, . . . , N}
induces a function H(Γ) → {1, . . . , N}, denoted by the same letter f , by f(h) := f(v(h)),
where h ∈ H(Γ) and v(h) is the vertex of Γ incident to h. We denote by li(Γ) the leg of Γ
marked by i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Let us also introduce the notations
R˜(z) := R(z)Ψ, ET(x, y) :=
Id− R(−x)R−1(y)
x+ y
.
Then the F-CohFT Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0 can be described in the following way:(
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
=
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
 ∏
v∈V (Γ)
Ω
f(v)
g(v),n(v)R˜
−1(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
n+1∏
k=2
R˜(−ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
∏
e∈E(Γ)
ET(ψe′ , ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′)
 .
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For a pair (Γ, f) ∈ TNg,n+1 and v ∈ V (Γ), e ∈ E(Γ) and 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 let us introduce the
following classes in H∗
(∏
v∈V (Γ)Mg(v),n(v)
)
⊗ C[[t1, . . . , tN ]]:
ContvΓ,f :=
∏
v˜∈V (Γ)
v˜ 6=v
Ω
f(v˜)
g(v˜),n(v˜)R˜
−1(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
n+1∏
k=2
R˜(−ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
∏
e∈E(Γ)
ET(ψe′, ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′),
Contl1Γ,f :=
∏
v∈V (Γ)
Ω
f(v)
g(v),n(v)
n+1∏
k=2
R˜(−ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
∏
e∈E(Γ)
ET(ψe′, ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′),
ContlkΓ,f :=
∏
v∈V (Γ)
Ω
f(v)
g(v),n(v)R˜
−1(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
∏
2≤k˜≤n+1
k˜ 6=k
R˜(−ψk˜)
f(l
k˜
)
α
k˜−1
∏
e∈E(Γ)
ET(ψe′ , ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′),
ConteΓ,f :=
∏
v∈V (Γ)
Ω
f(v)
g(v),n(v)R˜
−1(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
n+1∏
k=2
R˜(−ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
∏
e˜∈E(Γ)
e˜ 6=e
ET(ψe′, ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′).
Then we can write
d
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
)
=
=
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
 ∑
v∈V (Γ)
dΩ
f(v)
g(v),n(v)Cont
v
Γ,f + dR˜
−1(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
Contl1Γ,f +
n+1∑
k=2
dR˜(−ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
ContlkΓ,f +
+
∑
e∈E(Γ)
dET(ψe′ , ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′)Cont
e
Γ,f
 .
Equations (1.14), (1.15) and (1.21) imply that
d
(
zR≥1(z)H
)
= [R≥2(z), dU ]H, z
(
dR−1(z)− [Γ, dU ]R−1(z)
)
= [R−1(z), dU ],
dR˜(z) = z−1[R(z), dU ]Ψ, dR˜−1(z) = z−1Ψ−1[R−1(z), dU ],
which gives the following equations:
dΩkg,n =
∑
m≥0
2g + n+m− 2
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
(
[dU,Γ]H
)k
pim∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k)
+
(4.7)
+
∑
m≥0
1
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
pi(m+1)∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k
·
(
[R≥2(−ψn+m+1), dU ]H
)k)
,
dR˜−1(z) =z−1Ψ−1[R−1(z), dU ],
(4.8)
dR˜(−z) =z−1[dU,R(−z)]Ψ,
(4.9)
dET(x, y) =
y[R(−x), dU ]R−1(y) + xR(−x)[dU,R−1(y)]
xy(x+ y)
.
(4.10)
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For the right-hand side of (4.6) we compute
(4.11) pi1∗
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+2
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eβdt
β)
)
=
= pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
R˜(−ψn+2)
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
] .
Define a subset T˜Ng,n+2 ⊂ T
N
g,n+2 by
T˜Ng,n+2 :=
{
(Γ, f) ∈ TNg,n+2
∣∣∣ g(v(ln+2(Γ)))=0n(v(ln+2(Γ)))=3 } .
Let us first compute the part of the sum on the right-hand side of (4.11) where (Γ, f) ∈ T˜Ng,n+2:
pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈T˜Ng,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
R˜(−ψn+2)
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
] =(4.12)
=
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
[(
Ψ−1dU
Id−R−1(ψ1)
ψ1
)α0
f(l1)
Contl1Γ,f+(4.13)
+
n+1∑
k=2
(
Id− R(−ψk)
ψk
dUΨ
)f(lk)
αk−1
ContlkΓ,f+(4.14)
+
∑
e∈E(Γ)
(
Id− R(−ψe′)
ψe′
dU
Id−R−1(ψe′′)
ψe′′
)f(e′)
f(e′′)
ConteΓ,f
 .(4.15)
Here, the sum in line (4.13) corresponds to the part of the sum in line (4.12) where v(l1(Γ)) =
v(ln+2(Γ)), the sum in line (4.14) corresponds to the part of the sum in line (4.12) where
v(lk(Γ)) = v(ln+2(Γ)) for 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, and the sum in line (4.15) corresponds to the part of
the sum in line (4.12) where the leg ln+2(Γ) is a unique leg incident to the vertex v(ln+2(Γ)).
Let us now compute the part of the sum on the right-hand side of (4.11) where (Γ, f) ∈
TNg,n+2\T˜
N
g,n+2. Consider the following diagram of forgetful maps:
Mg,n+m+1
pi1

pim
//
pim+1
&&▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
Mg,n+1
pi1

Mg,n+m
pim
//Mg,n
Lemma 4.12. Consider integers a1, . . . , an+1 ≥ 0 and b1, . . . , bm ≥ 2. Then we have
pi1∗
[
n+1∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)]
=
=

n∑
i=1
ψai−1i
∏
1≤j≤n
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j pim∗
( m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+j
)
+
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
( m∑
i=1
ψbi−1n+i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
bj
n+j
)
, if an+1 = 0,
(2g + n+m− 2)
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
( m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+j
)
, if an+1 = 1,
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pi(m+1)∗
(
ψ
an+1
n+1
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)
, if an+1 ≥ 2.
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Proof. Suppose an+1 = 0, then using (3.3) we compute
pi1∗
[
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)]
=
=pi1∗
[
pi∗1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)
+
n∑
i=1
pi∗1
(
ψai−1i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j
)
δ
{i,n+1}
0 pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)]
=
=pi(m+1)∗
[
pi∗m+1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j +
n∑
i=1
pi∗m+1
(
ψai−1i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j
)
pi∗m(δ
{i,n+1}
0 )
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
]
.
Since b1, . . . , bm ≥ 2, we have pi
∗
m
(
δ
{i,n+1}
0
)∏m
j=1 ψ
bj
n+1+j = δ
{i,n+1}
0
∏m
j=1 ψ
bj
n+1+j . Therefore, we
can continue the last chain of equations as follows:
pi(m+1)∗
[
pi∗m+1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j +
n∑
i=1
pi∗m+1
(
ψai−1i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j
)
δ
{i,n+1}
0
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
]
=
=pim∗
[
pi∗m
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
m∑
i=1
ψbi−1n+i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
bj
n+j +
n∑
i=1
pi∗m
(
ψai−1i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j
)
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+j
]
=
=
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
(
m∑
i=1
ψbi−1n+i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
bj
n+j
)
+
n∑
i=1
ψai−1i
∏
j 6=i
ψ
aj
j pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+j
)
.
If an+1 ≥ 1, then using again (3.3) we obtain
pi1∗
[
n+1∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)]
=pi1∗
[
pi∗1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
ψ
an+1
n+1 pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)]
=
=pi(m+1)∗
[
pi∗m+1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
pi∗m(ψ
an+1
n+1 )
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
]
.
Noticing that pi∗m(ψ
an+1
n+1 )
∏m
j=1 ψ
bj
n+1+j = ψ
an+1
n+1
∏m
j=1 ψ
bj
n+1+j we get
pi(m+1)∗
[
pi∗m+1
(
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j
)
ψ
an+1
n+1
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
]
=
n∏
j=1
ψ
aj
j pi(m+1)∗
(
ψ
an+1
n+1
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)
.
If an+1 ≥ 2, then this proves the lemma. If an+1 = 1, then we just note that
pi(m+1)∗
(
ψn+1
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+1+j
)
= (2g + n+m− 2)pim∗
(
m∏
j=1
ψ
bj
n+j
)
.

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We write
pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+2\T˜
N
g,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
R˜(−ψn+2)
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
] =
= pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+2\T˜
N
g,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
Ψ
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
]+(4.16)
+ pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+2\T˜
N
g,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
(−ψn+2)(R1Ψ)
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
]+(4.17)
+ pi1∗
 ∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+2\T˜
N
g,n+2
ξΓ∗
[
R˜≥2(−ψn+2)
f(ln+2)
β dt
βCont
ln+2
Γ,f
] .(4.18)
By Lemma 4.12, the expression in line (4.16) is equal to
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
 ∑
v∈V (Γ)
A
f(v)
g(v),n(v)Cont
v
Γ,f +
(
Ψ−1
R−1(ψ1)− Id
ψ1
dU
)α0
f(l1)
Contl1Γ,f+
+
n+1∑
k=2
(
dU
R(−ψk)− Id
ψk
Ψ
)f(lk)
αk−1
ContlkΓ,f+
+
∑
e∈E(Γ)
(
ET(ψe′ , ψe′′)− ET(ψe′, 0)
ψe′′
dU + dU
ET(ψe′ , ψe′′)− ET(0, ψe′′)
ψe′
)f(e′)
f(e′′)
ConteΓ,f
 ,
where
Akg,n =
∑
m≥0
1
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
pi(m+1)∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k
· (−1)
(
dUR≥1(−ψn+m+1)H
)k)
=
=
∑
m≥0
1
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
pi(m+1)∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k
· (−1)
(
dUR≥2(−ψn+m+1)H
)k)
+
+
∑
m≥0
2g + n +m− 2
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
(
dUR1H
)k
pim∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k)
.
Lemma 4.12 implies that the expressions in lines (4.17) and (4.18) are equal to∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
[
B
f(v)
g(v),n(v)Cont
v
Γ,f
]
and
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
[
C
f(v)
g(v),n(v)Cont
v
Γ,f
]
,
respectively, where
Bkg,n =−
∑
m≥0
2g + n +m− 2
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
(
R1dUH
)k
pim∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k)
,
Ckg,n =
∑
m≥0
1
m!
(Gk0)
g
H2g+n+m−1k
pi(m+1)∗
(
n+m∏
i=n+1
(−ψi)
(
R≥1(−ψi)H
)k
·
(
R≥2(−ψn+m+1)dUH
)k)
.
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Summarizing the above computations we get
pi1∗
((
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+2
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eβdt
β)
)
=
=
∑
(Γ,f)∈TNg,n+1
ξΓ∗
 ∑
v∈V (Γ)
V
f(v)
g(v),n(v)Cont
v
Γ,f + L˜(ψ1)
α0
f(l1)
Contl1Γ,f +
n+1∑
k=2
L(ψk)
f(lk)
αk−1
ContlkΓ,f +
+
∑
e∈E(Γ)
E(ψe′, ψe′′)
f(e′)
f(e′′)Cont
e
Γ,f
 ,
where
Vkg,n =A
k
g,n +B
k
g,n + C
k
g,n
eq. (4.7)
= dΩkg,n,
L˜(z) =Ψ−1dU
Id−R−1(z)
z
+Ψ−1
R−1(z)− Id
z
dU = Ψ−1z−1[R−1(z), dU ]
eq. (4.8)
= dR˜−1(z),
L(z) =
Id− R(−z)
z
dUΨ+ dU
R(−z)− Id
z
Ψ = z−1[dU,R(−z)]Ψ
eq. (4.9)
= dR˜(−z),
E(x, y) =
Id− R(−x)
x
dU
Id− R−1(y)
y
+
ET(x, y)− ET(x, 0)
y
dU + dU
ET(x, y)− ET(0, y)
x
=
=
y[R(−x), dU ]R−1(y) + xR(−x)[dU,R−1(y)]
xy(x+ y)
eq. (4.10)
= dET(x, y).
We conclude that equation (4.6) is true. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. We have to check that
(4.19) Deg cF,G0g,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) + pi1∗c
F,G0
g,n+2(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ) =
=
(
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 − 2δlg
)
cF,G0g,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi).
Since
pi1∗c
F ,G0
g,n+2(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ r
γeγ) = E
α ∂
∂tα
cF ,G0,tg,n+1 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
∣∣∣∣
t∗=0
,
equation (4.19) follows from the equation(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
cF ,G0,tg,n+1 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
(
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 − 2δlg
)
cF ,G0,tg,n+1 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi),
which, by Proposition 4.11, is equivalent to the equation
(4.20)
(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)(
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
=
(
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 − 2δlg
)(
Ψ−1R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0
)
g,n+1
(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi).
Let us prove it.
From definition (4.4) and the assumption G0 ∈ Vδl it follows that(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
cH,H
−1G0
g,n+1 (e
i0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) =
(
δi0 −
n∑
j=1
δij − 2δlg
)
cH,H
−1G0
g,n+1 (e
i0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ).
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Recall that the unit of the F-CohFT cH,H
−1G0 is H =
∑n
i=1Hiei. We express
R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0 = R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0 ,
where T ′′R−1(−z) = z(H − R(−z)H). Consider the definition (4.2) for the action of T
′′
R−1(−z) on
the F-CohFT cH,H
−1G0 . Let ∆ := diag(δ1, . . . , δN). Since(
z
∂
∂z
+ Eα
∂
∂tα
)
R(z) = [∆, R(z)], Eα
∂
∂tα
H = ∆H,
we have (
z
∂
∂z
+ Eα
∂
∂tα
)(
R(z)H
)
= ∆
(
R(z)H
)
,
which implies that(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
T ′′R−1(−ψk) = (Id + ∆)T
′′
R−1(−ψk)
∈ V ⊗H∗(Mg,n+m+1)⊗ C[[t
1, . . . , tN ]].
Since the map pim∗ : H
∗(Mg,n+m+1)→ H
∗(Mg,n+1) decreases the cohomological degree by 2m,
we obtain(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)(
T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) =
=
(
δi0 −
n∑
j=1
δij − 2δlg
)(
T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ).
Consider now definition (4.1) of the action of R−1(−z) on the F-CohFT without unit (and
with coefficients in C[[t1, . . . , tN ]]) T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0 . For the leg terms R−1(ψ1)
t ∈ End(V ∗) ⊗
H∗(Mg,n+1)⊗ C[[t
1, . . . , tN ]] and R(−ψk) ∈ End(V )⊗H
∗(Mg,n+1)⊗ C[[t
1, . . . , tN ]] we have(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
R−1(ψ1)
t = [R−1(ψ1)
t,∆],
(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
R(−ψk) = [∆, R(−ψk)].
For the edge term
Id−R(−ψe′ )R
−1(ψe′′ )
ψe′+ψe′′
we compute(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)
Id−R(−ψe′)R
−1(ψe′′)
ψe′ + ψe′′
=
[
∆,
Id− R(−ψe′)R
−1(ψe′′)
ψe′ + ψe′′
]
−
Id− R(−ψe′)R
−1(ψe′′)
ψe′ + ψe′′
.
Note that the map
ξΓ∗ : H
∗
 ∏
v∈V (Γ)
Mg(v),n(v)
→ H∗(Mg,n+1)
increases the cohomological degree by 2|E(Γ)|. Summarizing the above computations for the
action the operator Deg+Eα ∂
∂tα
on the vertex, the leg and the edge terms, we see that the
contribution of each stable tree Γ ∈ Tg,n+1 in formula (4.1) to a class(
R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij )
is an eigenvector of the operator Deg+Eα ∂
∂tα
with the eigenvalue δi0−
∑n
j=1 δij−2δlg. Therefore,
(4.21)
(
Deg+Eα
∂
∂tα
)(
R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ) =
=
(
δi0 −
n∑
j=1
δij − 2δlg
)(
R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0
)
g,n+1
(ei0 ⊗⊗nj=1eij ).
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It remains to act by Ψ−1 on the F-CohFT (with coefficients in C[[t1, . . . , tN ]])
R−1(−z)T ′′R−1(−z)c
H,H−1G0 = R−1(−z).cH,H
−1G0 .
We have
Eα
∂
∂tα
∂ui
∂tβ
=
∂
∂tβ
(
Eα
∂ui
∂tα
)
−
∂Eα
∂tβ
∂ui
∂tα
= qβ
∂ui
∂tβ
⇒ Eα
∂
∂tα
Ψiβ = (δi + qβ)Ψ
i
β.
Together with equation (4.21) this immediately implies equation (4.20). 
4.4.1. Example: extended 2-spin theory in all genera. Let us apply the above construction to
the flat F-CohFT of the extended 2-spin theory (see Section 1.4.1):
F 1(t1, t2) =
(t1)2
2
, F 2(t1, t2) = t1t2 −
(t2)3
12
, E = t1
∂
∂t1
+
1
2
t2
∂
∂t2
.
The unit is ∂
∂t1
. The flat F-manifold is not semisimple at the origin, so we consider it around
a semisimple point (0, τ), τ ∈ C∗. We have δ1 = 0 and δ2 = −
1
2
. By Theorem 4.10, there
exist two families of homogeneous F-CohFTs with the associated flat F-manifolds given by the
vector potential F (0,τ).
First, for any λ ∈ C∗ the F-CohFT
cF (0,τ),(λ,0) =
(
Ψ−1R−1(−z)
)∣∣
(t1,t2)=(0,τ)
.ctriv,(λ,0)
is homogeneous of conformal dimension 0. Here the matrices Ψ and R(z) = Id +
∑
k≥1Rkz
k
were computed in Section 1.4.1. It is easy to see that
c
F (0,τ),(λ,0)
g,k+l+1 (e
1 ⊗ e⊗k1 ⊗ e
⊗l
2 ) =
{
0, if l ≥ 1,
λg ∈ H0(Mg,k+1), if l = 0.
An argument from [BR18, Section 6] shows that the F-CohFT cF (0,τ),(λ,0) doesn’t have a limit
when τ → 0.
Second, for any λ ∈ C∗ the F-CohFT
cF (0,τ),(0,λ) =
(
Ψ−1R−1(−z)
)∣∣
(t1,t2)=(0,τ)
.ctriv,(0,λ)
is homogeneous of conformal dimension 1. On the other hand, in [BR18, Theorem 3.9] the
authors constructed a homogeneous F-CohFT c2,ext, also of conformal dimension 1, with the
associated flat F-manifold given by the vector potential F . Consider its formal shift c2,ext,(0,τ).
The property (see [BR18, Theorem 3.9])
deg c2,extg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
(
n∑
i=1
qαi − qα0 + g
)
, q1 = 0, q2 =
1
2
,
together with the fact that qα < 1 implies that the sum on the right-hand side of (3.5) is finite.
Therefore, the F-CohFT c2,ext,(0,τ) is well defined for any value of τ . It is interesting to compare
the F-CohFTs cF (0,τ),(0,λ) and c2,ext,(0,τ).
Using the properties of the F-CohFT c2,ext [BR18, Theorem 3.9], it is easy to compute that
c
2,ext,(0,τ)
1,1 (e
α) =
{
0, if α = 1,
τ ∈ H0(M1,1), if α = 2.
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On the other hand, the degree zero part of c
F (0,τ),(0,λ)
1,1 (e
α) is equal to
λ (Ψ−1)α2
∣∣
(t1,t2)=(0,τ)
=
{
0, if α = 1,
−λ
τ
, if α = 2.
We see that the degree zero parts of the F-CohFTs cF (0,τ),(0,−τ
2) and c2,ext,(0,τ) coincide. The
whole F-CohFTs can not coincide because, for example, c
F (0,τ),(0,−τ
2)
g,n+1 (e
1 ⊗ e⊗n1 ) = 0 for g ≥ 1,
and c
2,ext,(0,τ)
g,n+1 (e
1⊗e⊗n1 ) = λg. However, we expect that the F-CohFTs c
F (0,τ),(0,−τ
2) and c2,ext,(0,τ)
coincide after the restriction to the moduli space of curves of compact typeMctg,n+1 (those whose
dual graph is a tree). If this is true, then it would be interesting to study whether the existence
of the limit limτ→0 c
F (0,τ),(0,−τ
2) gives new relations in the cohomology or Chow ring of Mctg,n+1.
We finally remark that the partial failure, just observed for the extended 2-spin F-CohFT,
of the Givental-type theory to reconstruct an F-CohFT from its F-TFT and genus 0 restriction
is not unexpected. Indeed, a crucial difference between the R-matrix action on F-CohFTs and
the corresponding R-matrix action on CohFTs [PPZ15, Section 2.1] is that in (4.1) the sum
runs over stable trees only, instead of all stable graphs. This restriction seems natural, as the
vertex contributions, i.e. the maps cg,n+1, need one input and n outputs, but it is clear that, in
general, some parts of the full F-CohFT, supported in particular on Mg,n+1 \M
ct
g,n+1, can be
lost. One can hence try to enlarge the Givental group (for instance introducing non-separating-
edge contributions different from the R-matrix) and modify the action (4.1) adding back stable
graphs that are not trees, in the effort to recover the lost transitivity.
Alternatively, one can look at F-CohFTs cg,n+1 as maps to the cohomology groupsH
∗(Mctg,n+1)
instead of H∗(Mg,n+1) (simply by restriction) and, since the restriction of any cohomology class
onMg,n+1 supported onMg,n+1\M
ct
g,n+1 toM
ct
g,n+1 is zero, any contribution to the action (4.1)
of stable graphs that are not trees becomes irrelevant.
Moreover, given an F-CohFT cg,n+1 on M
ct
g,n+1, it is possible to produce a canonical F-
CohFT onMg,n+1 by multiplying it by the top Chern class λg of the Hodge bundle onMg,n+1.
The result is a well defined F-CohFT on Mg,n+1, because the restriction of the class λg to
Mg,n+1 \ M
ct
g,n+1 is zero. Notice also that multiplying by λg commutes with the R-matrix
action on F-CohFTs. This is particularly relevant in view of future applications to the double
ramification hierarchy, see [Bur15, BR16, BR18], which only depends on λg · cg,n+1.
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